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UMaine research to aid in revival of Old Town mill
Facility will produce ethanol fuel
using chemicals from wood chips
By Tony Reaves
News Editor
A revolutionary research
project at the University of
Maine will help breathe new
life into Old Town's former
Georgia-Pacific mill and,
according to projections, bring
more than 1,000 jobs to the
area over the next two years.
A group of investors calling
itself Red Shield
Environmental plans to use the
mill and its biomass boiler to
break into the field of biorefin-
ing ethanol fuel from wood.
The technology, which has
been in the works at UMaine
since 2004, may answer ques-
tions posed by both the world's
dwindling supply of oil and
Maine's struggling forestry
industry.
The majority of the new jobs
will be provided by Hallowell
International, Tamarack Energy
and Lamtec Inc., three compa-
nies that are leasing space from
Red Shield in the former mill.
In March, the National
Science Foundation awarded
UMaine $6.9 million to fund
the biorefinery research under
an Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive
Research grant, or EPSCoR.
The university tacked on a 50
percent matching fund, bring-
ing the program's budget to
$10.35 million over the next
three years with the eventual
goal of creating a biorefinery in
Maine.
Around this same time, the
GP mill closed, leaving about
500 workers without jobs.
Since then, GP and the state
have been working to find a
buyer for the site. According to
Bill Osborne, a business devel-
opment specialist for Maine's
See MILL on Page 4
The Axe Effect
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
OPENING SOON -- The Cm-, Town Mill, formerly used for paper production, will soon begin
a new life as a biorefinery, among other uses.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN KASTELEIN
(_.;HOP AWAY — A r 'nut i bur of the UMaine woodsmen team
demonstrates on the Mall Wednesday during a visit from
Tina Scheer, a Mainer who was on "Survivor Panama."
Forest research center opens
Allsha Tondro
For The Maine Campus
Since its establishment on
July 1, 2006, the Center for
Research on Sustainable
Forests has been available to
those who are interested in the
field.
The center's director, Bruce
Wirsma, former dean of the
Natural Science department,
said, "The center is here to help
serve as a resource of unbiased
information for researchers and
to help effectively share this
information with the public."
Wirsma said that the building is
open for anyone interested and
encourages all to get involved.
According to its mission
statement, the center's purpose
is "to conduct and promote
leading interdisciplinary
research on issues affecting the
management and sustainability
of northern forest ecosystems
and Maine's forest-based econ-
omy." The center is mainly
focused on climate change,
See FOREST on Page 2
Misconduct plagues Orchard Trails
Kaitiin O'Connor
For The Maine Campus
The new Orchard Trails apart-
ment complex is home to many
University of Maine students.
Though residents have only lived in
these apartments for about three
weeks, they're already experiencing
damages and other issues.
Orchard Trails Area Manager
James Goodson explained that they
have an operating budget for wear
and tear incidents. Building damage
above and beyond normal wear-and-
tear must be paid by residents. For
example, in Building Eight someone
kicked a two-foot hole in the stair-
well, along with two other minor
holes. Because no one has admitted
to the damage, the residents will be
charged.
"About 95-98 percent of residents
respect their building and property
and about 2-5 percent of non-resi-
dents visiting do not respect the prop-
erty," Goodson said.
This damage is especially frus-
trating to the residents since it is a
"This is a new building.
There should not be seri-
ous problems already."
Hayley Spear
Second Year
University of Maine
new building. The fence along the
College Park roadway already has
about eight to ten holes from rocks,
and will need repairs.
"It is ridiculous how people treat
this like the dorms," said Nick
Lotfey, a second-year business major
from Falmouth. To some it is disap-
pointing living in a new complex and
already having to pay for damages.
"This is a homey environment and
we want to keep it that way," said
Lotfey.
The maintenance staff has twelve
buildings to maintain. Hayley Spear,
a second-year biochemistry major
from Gardiner, had a leak go through
her cupboards to the first floor. The
maintenance was forced to remove
some of the cupboards from her
apartment. "This is a new building.
There should not be serious prob-
lems already and this much dam-
age," said Smilr, clearly frustrated. It
has been over a week since they
found the leak and it still has not been
fixed.
At Orchard Trails, almost all resi-
dents have cars and each resident is
See TRAILS on Page 2
Student Senate debates over key issue
Eryk Salvaggio
Copy Editor
You might say the General
Student Senate tackled some
key issues last Tuesday, or you
might say a key issue tackled
them. The Senate united
Tuesday to vote unanimously on
a resolution voicing its opposi-
tion to the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights. Senators also disagreed
on the issue of who should pay
for a lost key to the Wade
Center.
TaBOR appears as Question
1 on a ballot initiative in Maine
this November, and would per-
manently restrict Maine's rev-
enue increases to a statistical
formula based on population
growth and inflation. The reso-
lution passed by the GSS
opposed the legislation out of
concerns about educational cuts
and an increase for in-state
tuition, calling a vote of no
"imperative." The resolution
specifically cited concerns
about a case study of Colorado,
where TaBOR was first initiat-
ed. Colorado's educational
spending dropped to 49th in the
United States after the initiative
was introduced.
Another initiative, the
Opportunity Maine Campaign,
spoke to the senate about a pro-
posed tax credit for University
of Maine students for every year
after graduation that they stay
in-state, "essentially making it a
wash," said Leah Malave, a
graduate student at UMaine who
spoke to the senate. Jeremy
Collette, vice president of the
See KEY on Page 4
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Thursday
Journalism From Iraq
Independent Journalist Dahr
Jamail will be speaking on The
Ground Truth Today in Iraq" as part
of the Howard B. Schonberger
Peace and Social Justice Lecture.
The event will take place in the
DPC at 7:30 p.m.
Friday
Marine Sciences Seminar
The School of Marine Sciences
Seminar Series will present
Jeremy Long, who will speak on
"Turning Algae On: Induced
Responses and Ecological
Consequences" at 11:00 a.m. in
Aubert Hall, Room 354.
Resume Writing Workshop
The Career Center will offer a
resume writing workshop from
2:10 p.m. to 3:10 p.m.
A Recital of Birds
UMaine's Trimorphic
Protennoia and guests will per-
form "A Recital of Birds," at 7:30
p.m. in Minsky Recital Hall.
Teaching Intelligent Design
The Student Philosophical
Discussion group will hold a topical
discussion on the Dover case deci-
sion on teaching intelligent design.
The discussion will take place from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Levinson
Room of Maples.
Sunday
Destination Piuto
The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium will present a new
show, entitled 'Destination Pluto,'
which will focus on the newly
reclassified dwarf planet. The
show begins at 2:00 p.m. for a fee
of $3.00 for adults and children.
Admission is free for students with
their MaineCard.
Monday
Eastern Wolves Lecture
Chris Kyle will present a lecture
entitled "Genetic Nature of Eastern1
Wolves: Past, Present and Future'
at noon in Nutting Hall, Room 204.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar are
free and can be sent on FirstClass
to Brian Sylvester or dropped off in
The Maine Campus office located
in the basement of Memorial
Union. Please include all the
important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions
are 9 a.m. Sunday for Monday
publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday
for Thursday publication.
Common Ground Fair booths
raise awareness for programs
Leila Sholtz-Ames
For The Maine Campus
On Friday, September 22, the
30th annual Common Ground
Fair kicked off in Unity, Maine.
Along with booths dedicated to
agriculture, natural health and
organic farming, the University
of Maine was represented with
exhibits from the Hudson
Museum, the Page Farm
Museum, and the Maine
Folklife Center.
The Hudson Museum has
been coming to the fair for eight
years, and this time brought a
large collection of Native
American books and resources.
The Hudson Museum, which
raises awareness for northeast-
ern Native Americans, works
closely with the Maine Indian
Basket Makers Association,
hoped to promote a basket sale
and demonstration occurring in
December. Gretchen Faulkner,
director of programming and
development activities at the
Hudson Museum, hopes to raise
more "awareness and interest in
the culture of Native
Americans." For more informa-
tion on the Native American
exhibits, stop by the Hudson
Museum Tuesday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. or
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The other museum exhibit at
the fair, the Page Farm and
Home Museum, had a booth for
the 11th straight year, but it was
the museum's first time in the
Folk Art Tent. Patricia Henner,
the director of the museum, says
that she thought having a booth
at the fair was a good way to
"have visibility for the campus."
This year, the museum
brought two collections of sten-
ciled and painted tin ware, an
art form that was popular back
in the 17th and 18th centuries.
The exhibit, which is featured
on the second floor of the Page
museum, also featured a place
where interested onlookers
could try their hand at stencil-
ing a bookmark. Henner says
that the Museum wants to incor-
porate "Maine collections and
themes" and is thinking of
offering a "stenciling workshop
in the future." For more infor-
mation on the stencil exhibit,
stop by the museum Tuesday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The third exhibit, the Maine
Folklife Center, has had trouble
gaining visibility around cam-
pus. Even though the MFC has
had a booth at the fair for 11
years, many students do not
know what the Folklife Center
does, or even whereit is located
on campus. University of Maine
professor Sandy Ives organized
the Folklife Center in 1992,
combining the Northeast
Folklore Society and the
Northeast Archives of Folklore
and Oral History, which he
founded in 1957.
Pamela Dean, archivist for
the MFC, says that the center
focuses on "the traditions and
cultures of Maine, as well as
recording over 5,000 hours of
oral interviews from Maine citi-
zens." The center also teaches
oral history classes from time to
time, and wants to let students
know what is offered. Dean
says that she is hoping to start a
"series of radio programs that
will draw from the interviews in
the archives." Along with the
oral history, the MFC also has
over 10,000 images and photos
and encourages students to visit
the center anytime, Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in South Stevens Hall.
All three exhibits received
much attention over the three
days of the fair, and provided
good opportunities for publicity
and awareness about the differ-
ent programs and exhibits at the
University of Maine.
Outspoken journalist visiting UMaine
Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
Dahr Jamail, the U.S. independ-
ent journalist who spent eight
months reporting from Iraq between
2003 and 2005, will hold two talks
today on the University of Maine
campus. The first talk, entitled
"Update on Iraq: Future U.S. Plans
for the Middle East," is part of the
Socialist and Marxist Studies Series
and will take place from 12:45 p.m.
to 1:45 p.m. in the Bangor Lounge of
Memorial Union. Jamail's evening
talk is the annual Howard B.
Schonberger Peace and Social
Justice Lecture, entitled "The
Ground Truth Today in Iraq," and
will be held in the Donald P. Corbett
Business Building at 7:30 p.m.
Jamail, who formerly worked as a
mountain guide in Denali National
Park and Reserve and wrote for an
independent Alaskan newspaper,
quickly became dissatisfied and
weary of the U.S. media coverage of
the conflict in Iraq. He went overseas
"to accurately report on the realities
of the war in Iraq," according to his
Web site, www.dalujamailiraq.com.
"I think very highly of Dahr
Jamail's journalistic work in Iraq,"
said Professor Douglas Allen, who
will introduce each of Jamail's two
talks. "He consistently provides
information and analysis of what is
actually happening in Iraq that is not
reported by the corporate media. If
you read his reports, you have a
much deeper and more accurate pic-
ture of what is happening and why
the U.S. war and occupation has
been such a disaster for Iraq and for
the United States."
Jamail now reports for the Inter
Press Service, the Asia Times,
Democracy Now! and the BBC in
print, radio and television, and his
works have been translated into near-
ly a dozen languages. The prolific
journalist also updates his Web site
regularly, adding reports to his blog.
Maine artist Robert Shetterly
included Dahr Jamail in his
"Americans Who Tell The Truth"
series. "Since an informed citizenry
is the basis for a healthy democracy,
independent, non-corporate media
are more crucial today than ever
before," reads a quote from Jamail
on Shetterly's site, www.american-
swhotellthetruth.org.
"Dahr Jamail was chosen as this
year's speaker by the Howard B.
Schonberger Peace and Social
Justice Memorial Lecture
Committee. The goal of the commit-
tee is to choose speakers who are
both scholars and activists, as was
my late husband, Howard," said Ann
Schonberger, widow of the founda-
tion's namesake. Schonberger added
that a reception will take place after
the evening event.
"I'm very excited by Dahr
Jamail's visit," said Allen. "This
should be one of the highlights of the
fall semester. This is a wonderful
opportunity for students, faculty, and
other members of the university
community to be challenged, to learn
a lot, and to be inspired by Dahr
Jamail's example."
FOREST
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energy issues, and population
change.
"We are not part of the
School of Forest Resources,"
said Summer Allen, assistant to
the director, "which is a com-
mon mistake that is made. We
report directly to the vice pres-
ident for research."
The center has competitive
grants available to help with
the research. As a free standing
institution, there are no classes
being held there. Their concern
is with doing as much research
as possible.
Wirsma said, "What I'm
excited about is that for the first
time, there is a research center
that is fully focused on the
forests in Maine. There has
been a great need for this and I
see a good future for the cen-
ter."
The center's Web site,
www.crsf.umaine.edu, is not
yet working, but will provide
information about the different
research projects.
The center is also involved
with the Cooperative Forestry
Research Unit, a long-time
provider of applied forestry
research, and the Northern
States Research Cooperative,
which includes Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and New
York. On Oct. 14, there will be
a "Forests for Maine's Future"
seminar in Portland with all of
these units participating.
"Most people don't know
that ninety percent of Maine is
forest," said Allen. These units
deal mainly with what people
wonder about the forests
around Maine and most of New
England.
The Center for Research on
Sustainable Forests is located
in Nutting Hall on the UMaine
campus.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY KAITLIN O'CONNOR
HOME IMPROVEMENT— Damage at Orchard Trails has
cost both
TRAILS
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guaranteed a parking spot Jane
Hewes, a second-year business
accounting and financial economics
major from Portland says, "It's
incredibly frustrating as a paying res-
ident of the Orchard Trails commu-
nity that when I come home late at
night after studying in the library, I
am unable to find a parking spot in
my designated lot."
Hewes expressed concerns about
the safety of the guest parking lot. "I
feel unsafe walking alone in the dark
from the guest parking lot that is over
100 yards away," he said.
Visitors are taking up the resi-
residents and the owners of the complex.
dents' spots even though there is a lot
specifically for visitors to park. Farh
resident is supposed to have a decal
in the back of their window to pre-
vent this issue.
Nearly every weekend, university
students flock to the complex, and
Orono police almost always patrol
and check the buildings. As of Sept.
1 there have been two OUIs and 10
or more alcohol offenses. Four of
these occurred in just one night
"These numbers are a rough esti-
mate and could be higher," suggests
Sergeant Scripture of the Orono
Police Department. There have also
been two assaults and a variety of
complaints.
So far 25 complaints, ranging
from noise, theft, disorderly conduct,
and fire alarms have been filed.
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY BRIDGETTE HOLMES
BIG CONTRIBUTIONS — View of the Class of 1952 Cupola
at the Buchanan Alumni House. The Student Alumni
Association meets there to discuss matters concerning
Student alumni group
brightens up campus
Allsha Tondro
For The Maine Campus
Tuesday night, the Student
Alumni Association was seen
spray painting the big blue bear
paws on the Mall. The SAA does
this every year. "The paws were
used when giving campus tours.
Even though they don't use them
anymore, it's a great way to help
out on campus," said Alisa
Makson, the association's presi-
dent.
The SAA calls itself the bridge
between alumni and students.
Jennifer Currid, vice president of
the association, said, "It's a way
to bridge the transition from stu-
dent to alumni. If you participate
in the activities and projects that
we do, it makes you feel like you
can come back."
The SAA not only paints the
paws around campus, but they
also participate in other helpful
projects at UMaine. For example,
on homecoming weekend, the
SAA does face painting. They
prepare 'final exam survival
kits,' which are available for par-
ents to purchase for students to
help them survive finals week.
"Even though it's a lot of
work, it's a lot of fun," said
Nicole Swindler, treasurer of the
association.
Michelle Tondreau, a member
of the association, said, "It's fun
because we make it fun. No mat-
ter what we do, we make it fun."
Tondreau gave the example of
taking a bus two years ago to
Portland for an away hockey
game. "We only charged five dol-
lars for tickets and we made up
the difference. It was a blast."
Some of the benefits about
being a member not only include
having fun but also being able to
help out. "It's good to be able to
do stuff outside of your major,"
said Currid.
The activities and projects the
SAA members are involved in
help to connect the present and
past students of UMaine. "These
projects help students be proud
about attending UMaine and they
can take that into the world with
them," said Makson.
The SAA is not a part of the
Alumni Association, which is
independent from the university.
The SAA is a student-run organ-
ization on campus. Anyone can
join and there is no fee for mem-
bership.
The SAA holds a weekly
meeting at 5 p.m. on Tuesdays.
"We're always looking for help
and new members," said
Makson. The SAA is currently
composed of mostly third - and
fourth - year students, but they
are looking for younger mem-
bers to help keep the association
going.
POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
Staff Reporter
Beer run through Fogler
leads to summons
On Sept. 20 at 9:55 p.m.,
police received a call from
Fogler library staff reporting
two young men running through
the library knocking over
books. They added that the two
sprinters appeared to be intoxi-
cated at the time. Prior to the
officers' arrival the two had
checked out books and left the
library but were soon located.
One of the individuals, Maxwell
Terry, 19, was visibly intoxicat-
ed and uncooperative with
police and was issued a sum-
mons for possession of liquor
by a minor by consumption.
Smell leads to paraphernalia
bust
On Sept. 23 at 1:08 a.m.
police responded to a call from
the second floor of York Hall,
complaining of the smell of
marijuana. Prior to knocking on
the door, officers smelled the
strong presence of marijuana
emanating from the room. After
officers knocked on the door
they heard what they believed
to be cans being shuffled
around, perhaps in an attempt
to hide them from the officers.
The shuffling of cans took
about 25 seconds, after which
the door was finally opened to
allow the officers entry. The
officer advised the resident that
they were there to investigate
the suspicious smell coming
from the room and asked the
resident to hand over any con-
traband that he might be in pos-
session of. Without hesitation,
Neil Wright, 19, handed the
officer four cans of beer.
Another individual, Andrew
Dickens, 20, of New Castle,
handed the officer a baggie of
marijuana and a multi-colored
glass pipe with burnt marijuana
residue on the inside. Dickens
was charged with possession of
marijuana and drug parapherna-
KEY
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political action committee, also
spoke on the issue.
"As more people with
degrees stay in the state, the
program pays for itself," said
Collette.
Four new at-large senator
positions were also introduced
in a resolution to balance repre-
sentation in the Senate after
some statistical changes left an
improper balance of power
between representatives. The
four at-large senators would not
be tied to any particular school
within the University, but would
represent the interests of the
entire student body.
, What may have been the
longest debate of the evening
wasn't initially on the agenda: a
question of whether student
government should pay for
replacement of a key lost by
Senate President Adam Kirkland
at a cost of $250.00, or three
cents per student.
Kirkland had been given the
keys to the Wade Center over
the summer. An agreement
signed by all students who
receive keys stated that repre-
sentatives were personally
responsible for lost keys, but
that they could seek out reim-
bursement from their groups.
Because of security issues, all
ten keys must be replaced, as
well as locks. Kirkland says he
lost the keys during the fall,
when keys are usually given out
to students who need access to
the Wade Center without sign-
ing an agreement.
Kirkland says he went to
GSS Adviser Joe Mollo to see if
the keys could be covered as an
office expense, and was pre-
pared to cover the costs person-
ally if they were not. Mollo sug-
gested that he bring the issue up
with the Senate, to see if it
would replace them as an opera-
tional expense and to determine
a precedent for reimbursement
in the Senate.
The resolution, which came
late in the evening, was pro-
posed by Senator Gabrielle
Berube. "As an employee of the
student government and a stu-
dent who is also represented by
student government, we should
support the re-keying of the
Wade Center for groups to be
secured."
Senator William Pomerleau
attempted twice to block discus-
sion of the resolution because he
believed that student activity
fees should not go toward reim-
bursing senators for lost proper-
ty. He noted that GSS had not
specifically authorized Kirkland
to have keys for the summertime
and that "Kirkland was not
elected." Kirkland explained he
had lost the keys in the fall,
when the summer contract was
not binding, prompting
Pomerleau to add, "Allegedly."
"I realize that you are all tak-
ing it on my word," Kirkland
responded.
Vice President of Student
Entertainment Derek Mitchell
later added, "No other person
would be asked to work during
the summer without access to
their office."
The vote was postponed for a
week, with Mitchell encourag-
ing senators to speak to their
constituents about the subject.
ha. Wright was later asked to
turn over any other contraband
that he might have and he sub-
mitted a recently used glass
pipe. Wright was charged with
possession of liquor by a minor
and possession of drug para-
phernalia.
Noisy drinkers
On Sept. 24 at 12:24 a.m. in
Cumberland Hall, an officer on
patrol heard loud noises com-
ing from a room, nearly a half-
hour after quiet hours began.
The officer knocked on the
door in order to ask the resi-
dents to quiet down. When he
knocked, he smelled the strong
odor of an alcholic beverage
coming from the room. The
door was only slightly opened
and he noticed that the room
was occupied by male and
female individuals. The officer
asked if there was any alcohol
in the room and the resident,
Warren Taylor, 18, admitted
there was. Gilford Backland,
18, was also identified. They
asked if there were any under -
age individuals in the room,
and he stated that there were.
Officers identified two juvenile
females in the room. Both had
been drinking. As a result of
this incident, Taylor was issued
a summons for furnishing A
place for minors to consume,
and Backland was issued a
summons for possession of
liquor by a minor. Also, the par-
ents of the two females were
contacted and they were later
released upon contact of the
parents.
Stolen parking permit
On Sept. 15, officers
received a report from a student
that someone had entered his
vehicle parked at Hilltop lot and
stolen his parking permit. On
September 25, parking services
were ticketing a vehicle and
they observed that the same per-
mit that had been stolen earlier
was now displayed in the vehi-
cle that they were ticketing.
Officers learned that the owner
of the vehicle displaying the
parking permit in question was
Akira Sano, 20. His vehicle was
towed and the permit was
seized as evidence. As the vehi-
cle was being towed the owner
approached the officer and stat-
ed that he knew it wasn't his
permit. Sano was brought to the
station and interviewed during
which he admitted it was not his
permit and that he shouldn't
have been using it. He claimed
that he had found it on the
ground. As a result, Sano was
issued a summons for theft.
Man alters parking permit
On Sept 19 at 11:19 a.m.
parking services identified a
vehicle with an altered parking
permit in the Chadbourne park-
ing lot. The officer noticed that
the displayed permit was a
2005-2006 permit that was cut
as to look like a 2006-2007 per-
mit. The owner of the vehicle,
Joshua Marsh, 21, was contact-
ed and had admitted that he cut
the permit in order to make it
look like a current parking per-
mit. He claimed that he did this
in order to avoid purchasing a
new parking permit. Marsh was
issued a summons for theft of
services.
Minor admits to drinking
On September 21 at 10:23
p.m. an officer on patrol on the
third floor of Androscoggin
Hall observed a male resident
carrying a container in his
hand. The officer stopped the
individual, identified as
Nicholas Belmont, 19, and
asked if the contents of the con-
tainer happened to be alcohol.
Belmont admitted that it was
beer and was issued a summons
for possession of liquor by a
minor.
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ROC discusses alcohol,
funding at first meeting
Luke deNatale
For The Maine Campus
Residents on Campus held its
first meeting of the year Monday
evening. During the meeting, rep-
resentatives discussed a new poli-
cy on alcohol consumption in resi-
dence halls, funding for student
groups, and internal issues.
A new policy on consumption
of alcohol within the residence
halls was laid out by Anne Marie
Reed, adviser and associate direc-
tor of ROC. The changes prohibit
students in residence halls to dis-
play bottles of empty alcohol in
their rooms. The policies were
described as being "much tighter"
by Reed. This was attributed to a
large spike in the amount of
UVAC transports and in alcohol-
related incidents on campus. Reed
also sought feedback to design an
evaluation form for Hall
Governing Boards and Resident
Assistants.
The monetary situation of ROC
is seen in an optimistic light
through the eyes of Vice President
Justin Labonte, who is currently a
second-year business major.
"If! had to guess the difference
between this year and last, I think
it is probably better," said Labonte.
"We have $8,000 in programming
and $7,000 in the General
Assembly." ROC largely uses the
programming funds to sponsor
their popular trips to Quebec and
Boston in the fall.
"The Quebec trip is really pop-
ular, and that's just one of the pro-
grams we do to try and tie the
community together more," said
Labonte. The Quebec trip is
among one of the most popular
with many of the students on cam-
pus, the Boston trip a close second.
"The Quebec trip is such a super
fun event; I did it last year, and
will be doing it every year that I'm
here," Lee said. "It's so generous
of ROC to provide such an expen-
sive trip for students at an afford-
able price."
In addition to popular events,
ROC programming funds are also
used to support other less-known
services such as the ROC movie
channel on the cable TV lineup on
campus.
ROC considered a request from
the Peer Tutors of the Writing
Center for funding to attend an
annual conference. The group
staffs the writing center in Neville
Hall and is responsible for helping
students with paper editing and
writing. The Writing Center Peer
Tutors seek money every year to
attend a national conference with
writing centers from all over the
country. This year the conference
is in Michigan.
"They request money every
year," said Erin Tripp, president of
ROC. "Last year we gave them
$750, this year they are requesting
$1,000." The General Assembly
— composed of members of the
Hall Governing Board who are
ROC representatives —will be
able to vote to lower the amount if
deemed necessary.
"They need help financially, so
that's why they come to us," said
Rebekah Lee, a second-year
Spanish major and ROC represen-
tative for Hart Hall.
Confidence remains high on
many other levels within ROC, from
the executive board to the ROC rep-
resentatives. "We've had some prob-
lems in the past getting HGBs in the
halls involved, but the goal is to try
to get everyone involved this year,"
commented Labonte on participa-
tion within residence halls and their
governing boards.
The ROC meeting was much
shorter than the average length.
Lasting only about an hour, the
meeting was adjourned after a
round of questions directed at the
executive board members.
"There really wasn't much to
do since it was our first meeting.
HGB just started up and we have
nothing to talk about thus far." Lee
said, "However, I think the execu-
tive board did a fine job in explain-
ing their positions and responsibil-
ities to the new members, but in
due time there will be more to dis-
cuss."
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LUNCH MONEY— Paul Groce of WMEB counts the earnings of the radio station's 'Food
for CDs' drive. The drive has been going on since Monday and will end today.
Food drive is music to soup kitchen's ears
Heather Steeves
For The Maine Campus
A musical feast has taken
over one table in the Union this
week. It was reported over the
news that some people in the
Bangor area are being turned
away from a local food pantry
because there is simply not
enough food to go around.
Manna Soup Kitchen in Bangor
usually provides 180 families a
bag of groceries each week and
serves up to 100 families a day
in their soup kitchen, but recent-
ly have come up a little short.
Food pantries call this the 'dry
season,' the time before
Thanksgiving when people may
forget how much need there is.
Paul Groce, one of two music
directors at WMEB, was upset
when he heard this news. With
some help from his colleagues at
the station he was able to put
together a fundraiser to help
Manna. At one of the tables in
the lower level of the Union, you
will find a plethora of volunteers
and an array of CDs that you
have probably never heard of
before. WMEB, which has a his-
tory of holding food drives, has
taken all of the CDs it does not
use and put them to good use.
For any non-perishable food
item or dollar donated you may
pick out any three CDs from the
boxes at the booth.
"They're artists that you've
probably never heard of, half the
fun is just getting music you've
never listened to before and
you're helping a good cause. It's
pretty good: three CDs for $1,
Best Buy can't beat that," said
Groce, who is one of the organ-
izers of this event. He encour-
ages donators to "just close your
eyes and pick."
Manna's web site says "Food
drives are an excellent way to
raise food for our food cupboard
and soup kitchen. Be creative,
and think of new ways to collect
or raise money to buy food items
for Manna."
That is exactly what WMEB
is doing. Bill Ray, the executive
director of Manna in Bangor,
said they're "really in need of
food" and to "Please consider
your neighbor". He says that
they are looking forward to
WMEB's food drive and would
like to thank everybody
involved. "When you have a
soup kitchen full and not much
in the cupboards downstairs you
get worried." •
The food drive has been
going on since Monday of this
week. The table will be open
today and some times next week.
"As of right now we are going
to be doing the drive until some-
time next week. I believe we
want to do it outside on a day
that is nice next week and broad-
cast live," says Groce. Next
week's times will be announced
at a later date over the WMEB
radio station.
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Tasteful atmosphere at testing center
Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
In Hitchner Hall on
Wednesday, students, faculty,
and anyone who chose to volun-
teer could be found slurping and
chewing products created from
maple syrup. Tests like this are a
routine process at the
Department of Food Science
and Nutrition's Consumer
Testing Center.
For this particular test, exten-
sion faculty Beth Calder and
Kathy Hopkins helped the
Maine Maple Syrup Producers,
a coalition of syrup producers
throughout the state. The five
items being tested were bar-
beque sauce, granola, mustard,
chutney and a dessert topping.
Testers tasted the samples,
responded to questions on com-
puters in their individual testing
booths, cleansed their taste buds
with carrots and water, and
repeated.
The total volunteer count
came to 72 for the sensory tests.
Kathy Hopkins will compile the
statistics and write a report to
present to the Maine Maple
Syrup Producers within the
coming weeks. This was not the
Consumer Testing Center's
inaugural run of the year; soy
burgers containing blueberry
were tested already this semes-
ter.
"We're the only one in New
England for academics," said
Dr. Mary Camire of the
Consumer Testing Center. The
University of Massachusetts and
University of Vermont have
classes of this nature, Camire
said, "but not this level of facil-
ity."
The CTC is part of an addi-
tion to Hitchner Hall, completed
in 2003. As part of the
Department of Food Science
and Nutrition, the addition also
includes a pilot plant for pro-
cessing foods and teaching
kitchens, used for food prep
classes, food development and
workshops. It is the hands-on
wing of the addition, according
to Camire.
Although the addition is rela-
tively new, the testing and pro-
cedures have been a part of the
University of Maine since the
1930s, before the FSN depart-
ment existed. UMaine
researchers were frequently
called upon to test vegetable
quality, as Maine was a key pro-
ducer of vegetables. More
recently, there was a smaller
operation in Holmes Hall,
before the department moved to
the new Hitchner addition.
"We could theoretically test any
consumer product," said Camire,
although the testing focus current-
ly remains on food, as the depart-
ment is centered on food sciences.
The testing setup follows a
system designed -by the
American Society for Testing
and Materials in Pennsylvania.
The single-person testing booths
minimize psychological and
environmental biases with con-
trolled lighting, atmosphere, and
airflow.
The future goal is to train
employees of food companies in
Maine and to teach them pro-
grams for food testing. This
would be similar to the existing
practice at UMaine, where all
food science majors learn the art
of food testing. In Camire's
course, "Sensory Evaluation of
Foods," students are taught
about perception and tests of
food. It is a graduate course that
also welcomes undergraduates,
and a hands-on element is
strongly enforced.
The potential in the FSN
department and the Consumer
Testing Center is promising.
Camire's class from the spring
of 2005 published their group
project in "Cereal Foods World"
magazine. The project was an
application involving mini-
muffins and testing the opinion
variables of whole wheat or
white flour in true and placebo
form. One FSN student, Jian
Kong, is attempting to create a
salmon jerkey as part of his cur-
riculum.
Experimentation is also being
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SWEET DEAL— Jason Oliver samples a maple syrup prod-
uct featured in Wednesday's taste testing.
done with blueberries and cran-
berries as microbial agents in beef.
"Now we need new salad dressing
for the spinach," joked Camire.
"Two FSN alumni are
employed as sensory scientists
at the nation's leading breakfast
cereal companies, Kellogg's and
General Mills," said Mary
Camire, speaking of the many
opportunities available to stu-
dents in the department. "Every
month, companies call looking
for students to hire full-time as
sensory researchers. The
demand in the food and con-
sumer products fields is current-
ly very high for sensory person-
nel, and I do not expect that
trend to change."
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Scholars examine
Penobscot stories
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
Three noted scholars and
historians gathered together in
the Minksy Recital Hall last
Monday to discuss themes
relating to the book "Life and
Traditions of the Red Man,"
penned by Penobscot tribal
elder Joseph Nicolar in the lat-
ter half of the eightenth centu-
ry. The three speakers gave
individual talks on separate
topics, then answered questions
from the audience as a panel
and stayed on for a reception.
The speakers were Charles
Norman Shay, Penobscot elder
and grandson of Joseph
Nicolar, Annette Kolodny of
the University of Arizona, and
James Eric Francis Sr., the trib-
al historian of the Penobscot
Nation. Shay delivered a
speech titled 'Admiration and
Respect for My Elders.'
Kolodny offered a lecture titled
'Rethinking the Ecological
Indian; the Penobscot
Precursor' and Francis gave a
talk he called 'The Evolution of
Story.'
The first speaker of the
evening was Charles Norman
Shay, a decorated World War
One veteran and Indian Island
native. Shay's talk centered
around memories of his own
family, mixed with historical
records of his grandfather's
family. "Although I never knew
my grandfather," he said, "I
always felt a special bond to
him."
Shay recently converted a
wooden teepee that his aunt and
uncle built into a museum high-
lighting his family's history. He
discussed, among other things,
the influence of his family and
the other Penobscots in the area
on local, state and federal gov-
ernment.
For example, after a series of
petitions and letters, the
Penobscots were able to lift a
Maine state law which denied
American Indians the right to
vote in either state or federal
elections. He also spoke about
the many difficulties faced by
his grandfather Nicolar in
receiving the proper education
to become a writer — a chal-
lenge he also faced as a child.
He concluded his talk with a
moment of silence, to honor his
ancestors.
The next speaker was
Kolodny, a professor of
American Literature and
Culture at Arizona University.
She drew on her experience as
a teacher throughout her talk,
using examples from her stu-
dents to illustrate her points.
Her discussion focused on the
changing 'image' of the
American Indian in contempo-
rary society. She specifically
discussed what academic writ-
ers sometimes refer to as 'the
ecological Indian,' or the image
of American Indians as conser-
vationists and 'stewards of the
land.' She argued against the
popular conception that this
image only came about in the
modern age, circa 1970.
The idea of American
Indians being conservationists,
she argued, goes back much
further than this. Even in
Nicolar's time, the Penobscot
tribe was sending letters and
petitions to all levels of govern-
ment arguing for the conserva-
tion of Maine's forests,
wildlife, and rivers. She used
Nicolar's book as a prime
example of the Penobscot tribe
adopting and promoting this
image. "This text radically
changes our discussion," she
said of Nicolar's book. The
book paints a portrait of the
Penobscots as "worthy stew-
ards, in contrast to the wasteful
white man."
The third speaker, James
Eric Francis Sr., spoke about
the role of oral history in the
Penobscot tribe's history. "I
often considered myself the
tribe's first historian," he said.
"But I'm hardly that." In his
talk about the evolution of
story, Francis showed how the
tradition of orally relating sto-
ries, myths and the history of
the tribe made every storyteller
a historian in their own right.
"The histories I learn are
from the elders. They are from
my fellow tribe members,"
Francis said. "True history
comes from them."
He contrasted this oral tradi-
tion to the "static" written tradi-
tion, exemplified by Nicolar.
Whereas oral stories can change
and `evolve' to reflect current
cultural trends, written texts are
stuck in the context in which
they were written. He cited the
influence of Christianity, partic-
ularly through Jesuit missionar-
ies, as an example. In Nicolar's
text there are many instances of
fairly obvious Christian
imagery, which he argued are in
the text because of their cultural
prevalence at the time of the
writing.
The talks were concluded
with a presentation of framed
copies of the original artwork
displayed on the promotional
posters for the event to
Kolodny and Shay.
This event was sponsored
and organized jointly by the
Penobscot Nation Cultural and
Historic Preservation
Department and the English
department, with help from
several other UMaine organiza-
tions and academic depart-
ments.
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Dept. of Economic and
Community Development, it
became clear that GP didn't
like the idea of selling the mill
to a competing pulp and paper
company.
Red Shield, with major
Maine entrepreneur Edward
Paslawski at the helm, arrived
with an alternate plan. UMaine,
only a couple miles from the
mill, had just received major
funding for a technology which
the former GP mill could utilize.
Hemant Pendse is the chair
of UMaine's chemical and bio-
logical engineering department
and a UMaine professor. He
has led the biorefinery work
and is in charge of the NSF
grant. "People in Augusta knew
about our NSF grant, and these
buyers on their own knew
about our NSF grant," said
Pendse. He said he only recent-
ly met with Red Shield, but
that he and the rest of the
UMaine scientists and engi-
neers currently working on
biorefining will serve as "a
technical resource" for the
group.
"This is really good timing
for some of the work EPendse's1
been doing to be able to actual-
ly have a pulp mill right there
in close proximity to the uni-
versity," Osborne said.
Red Shield has purchased
the mill for $1 from GP,
although the price tag comes
with some responsibilities.
According to Osborne, "Red
Shield will be responsible for
the environmental cleanup, if
any, that's necessary at the
mill," as well as any other nec-
essary improvements.
At a Monday news confer-
ence in Old Town, it was
announced that three businesses
will lease space in the mill from
Red Shield. Tamarack Energy
will operate the biomass boiler
and Portland-based Lamtec will
make adhesive labels at the site.
Hallowell International will
expand their heat pump manu-
facturing business from
Bangor, where the company
makes residential heat pumps.
The Old Town branch will man-
ufacture pumps for residential
and commercial use. According
to Osborne, Paslawski was also
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involved in starting up in
Hallowell. Paslawski could not
be reached for comment as of
press time.
Osborne said that in two
years, employment created by
the redeveloped mill "could be
anywhere from 1,000 to 1,500
jobs once all of the companies
that have indicated an interest are
in there." This is two to three
times the number of workers GP
employed before the mill closed.
Pendse estimated the amount
of lumber used by the biomass
refinery will be comparable to
GP's usage. "The kind of wood
they get might be different,"
Pendse said, but the amount
won't see any great increase.
In addition to the research
conducted at UMaine, Pendse
said the researchers have given
Red Shield their connections to
people around the world work-
ing on the technology. Still, to
have the research and the actu-
al operation only miles apart is
a great situation for both par-
ties. "We happen to have gotten
this grant and we have assem-
bled the expertise here,"
Pendse said. "So this resource
being available here is in good
timing."
Did you score
last night?
Tii
Matt Williams
Sports Editor
581-1268
do you like to make things happen?
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Varner retires
as Bangor
NAACP head
James Varner, the leader of the
Bangor Area NAACP, stepped down
from his post on Sunday after 50
years with the civil rights organiza-
tion. He helped to found the Bangor
chapter, and was deeply involved in
the community and committed to
promoting civil rights and stopping
acts of injustice.
Varner retired, saying that after
his many years of service he is worn
out and tired, and that he was need-
ed at home. The Bangor NAACP
has temporarily replaced him with
Joe Perry, a Searsport resident.
Vamer was no stranger to The
Maine Campus, often visiting the
office in the basement of Memorial
Union to talk to members of the edi-
torial staff. He formed good work-
ing relationships with members of
the press in an effort to get his mes-
sage out. He frequently visited the
UMaine campus, giving speeches
and attending events geared at pro-
moting awareness of racism.
James Varner was a public ser-
vant in every sense of the phrase,
and he has earned his rest. We hope
that the NAACP will continue to
flourish in our community under
new leadership.
The 'key'
question for
GSS
A hot topic of debate at Tuesday
night's General Student Senate was
whether the group should cover the
tab on President Adam Kirkland's
misplaced office key.
Kirkland took a key to the Wade
Center during the summer, signing
an agreement stipulating that if he
lost it he would pay the cost of
replacing all the center's locks.
Seems fair, right?
Not according to some senators,
who were willing to help the presi-
dent out by covering the cost of the
replacement. The bill, which
would have used student money to
pay for the replacements, was
tabled pending a straw poll of stu-
dent reaction.
We feel comfortable in saying
that reaction will be negative, and
that GSS should've known this
before the lengthy debate on the
issue. It's a no-brainer. For those of
you stilt wondering why the student
population thinks GSS spends
money frivolously, look to this bill as
exhibit A.
The senate should reject the res-
olution next week to show students
its newfound fiscal responsibility.
a
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Professor's arrest a sacrifice
Allen exercises freedom to protest, gets apprehended
One week ago, University of
Maine philosophy professor Doug
Allen was arrested as part of an
anti-war protest in U.S. Senator
Olympia Snowe's office along
with 10 other people. They had
planned the event, complete with
press releases, in commemoration
of International Peace Day.
In the last issue of The Maine
Caritpus, my fellow editor Matt
Williams condemned Allen's
actions, calling them "a blatant
publicity stunt meant to draw
more attention to himself than his
cause." I disagree.
I concede that Allen and his
companions' actions were bold
— though that does not mean
they were designed for personal
gain. Rather, I expect that the
protesters anticipated many peo-
ple would feel alienated by their
actions, such as Williams, and
they hoped that dialogue would
escalate out of that alienation.
Like Williams said, the point
is not about Allen's views on the
war, but how he chooses to
express them. And he does,
often: The United States has
been involved in the Iraqi con-
STYLE EDITOR
flict for nearly four years now,
and in my time at UMaine I don't
even think there has been a week
without at least one protest, sit-
in, lecture or dialogue on this
campus. Allen has been involved
in the vast majority of the anti-
war movement, and I don't antic-
ipate that he intends to stop any
time soon.
Democracy, liberty, freedom
— all these principals that have
been tossed around in a rather
Orwellian way since Sept. 11,
2001: You don't have them if you
don't exercise them. And that
means everyone, even those with
whom you do not agree. Allen
and the others wanted to illustrate
how sincere they felt about their
cause, and that is why they sat in
Snowe's office. This wasn't
about the picture in the paper, this
wasn't about the sound bites on
the radio. This was about proving
that they cared enough to make a
huge personal sacrifice for it, and
maybe you should too.
Williams argued that these
actions set a bad example for stu-
dents, and "it is the next logical
progression for impressionable
young people who have the idea
planted in their heads that being
arrested is an important part of
protesting."
Not only do I feel that he
underestimates our peers, it both-
ers me that he implies that a non-
violent sit-in encourages rioting.
It is this kind of mentality that
begins the slippery slope of erod-
ing "freedom."
Furthermore, it seems to me
that the only place where this
brand of activism and political
involvement is acceptable is in
universities, and — let's be hon-
est — if he were a construction
worker, bank teller, auto sales-
man or even school teacher — he
would be in danger of losing his
job without hope of finding a new
See ALLEN on page 9
Where to
park?
Spots are scarce
on campus,
tickets ensue
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
It was a brisk Tuesday morn-
ing. I just sat through an hour
and 15 minutes of creative writ-
ing and was anxiously awaiting
my return home to shower or go
back to bed. As I neared my car
I noticed something on the
windshield, and it was at that
moment, at approximately
10:47 a.m., that my semester
officially began.
My windshield paraphernalia
was not a flyer for karaoke at
Soma 36. Nor was it a bright
pink, floral scented piece of
paper forcefully ordering me to
"Rush [insert random Greek let-
ters here]." No, it was from a
different cult-like group that
roams this campus: Parking
Services.
Like all of us here at the
University of Maine, the sight
of that little, seemingly school-
spirited blue and white docu-
ment sent angry chills up and
down my spine. I never thought
that a strip of paper could
reduce me to daydreaming up
some screenplay for a horror
movie: The villain, a disgrun-
tled commuter who goes on a
rampage, pulverizing the life
out of their victims with a park-
ing meter: a tool which he con-
jured up in his spare time. I did-
n't think I had that kind of anger
in me, and then I enrolled in this
fine establishment.
Every semester starts out the
same way. I — being my cocky
self — don't respect the ludi-
crous restrictions put on stu-
dents with vehicles, and end up
with enough parking tickets to
fashion one of those spiffy
chains made out of loops of
paper, commonly used as holi-
day decor.
You may be asking: If this
happens every semester, should-
n't I have learned by now not to
See PARK on page 9
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ALLEN
From Page 8
one. Our society limits the ordi-
nary person from becoming
involved in the decisions that
shape their lives, and most people
don't notice or care.
Williams' comparison of
Allen's arrest to the typical
actions that would send a student
to judicial affairs is absolutely
ridiculous. For one thing, if there
had been students arrested with
him, I highly doubt that they
would have faced any repercus-
sions from the university. On the
other hand, if the arrest had taken
place for a reason that demon-
strated he was a danger to himself
or the people around him, I think
that he would be in even more hot
water than a student facing the
same allegations.
You don't have to agree with
Allen's view on the war. You
don't even have to agree that his
action was successful. But you
should agree that his right to
protest — and be arrested — is
one of the cornerstones of
democracy, freedom and liberty
— all those things we are sup-
posedly fighting for overseas.
Pattie Barry is a fourth-year
French and new media major.
PARK
From Page 8
park illegally? No, of course
not.
My tradition of being hun-
dreds of dollars in debt to
"Officer Meter Maid" has noth-
ing to do with stupidity, nor do I
enjoy decorating my Christmas
tree with citations. Rather, it has
become unavoidable. Granted, I
tend to take it to the extreme. I
have received tickets for various
offenses including parking on
the grass next to a service vehi-
cle space, which was not my
fault because said "grass" was
covered in snow and could just
as easily have been pavement.
It's quite simple: Parking on
campus is a problem. As you
may have read, or viewed in a
snazzy little cartoon in The
Maine Campus last week, the
university has set up a phone
line that one can call to find out
where there is or is not parking
available. My questions to the
geniuses who organized this lit-
tle gem: Do you have a watch-
tower set up overlooking every
lot on campus and is it constant-
ly staffed with binocular-toting
employees? Do you have sprint-
ers running up and down the
aisles, in between cars, follow-
ing people around who may or
may not be preparing to evacu-
ate a spot, who are ready to
enthusiastically walkie-talkie
their findings to some command
center that you have set up? No?
OK. For this, and countless
other fairly obvious reasons,
your brilliant plan won't work.
The problems with this sys-
tem are endless. Aside from the
fact that more parking permits
are sold than there are spaces
available on campus, $50 for
something that guarantees us
absolutely nothing is disgrace-
ful.
A friend of mine told me that
he went in to buy a permit not
knowing the cost; he had $50 in
his pocket and had to choose
between a document that would
grant him the possible opportu-
nity to legally park on campus,
and eating that week — what a
conundrum.
Until this mess is fixed —
long after I graduate in seven
years — I think I will stick to my
plan of disrespecting the estab-
lishment that is Parking
Services. That being said, if you
would like to donate to the
"Help Alyssa pay off her parking
ticket fund," please contact The
Maine Campus. Your generous
contribution will earn you a free
tote bag and a copy of the
screenplay that will be my
English capstone: "Psycho 2: the
Parking Meter Incident."
Alyssa Franzosa is a third-
year English major.
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Lincolns
• Tombstone Pizzas
• Java Jive
• Terrence Howard
• Alfonso Ribeiro aka "Carlton"
• Buicks
*Mama Celeste Pizzas
• Games Night
• Donald Duck
• Dustin Diamond
Love us? Hate us?
Write us.
Venezuela vies for attention
Prime minister wants spot on UN Security Council
This just in — another foreign
dignitary is ticked off with these
here fine United States. I, for one,
am shocked. This time, it's
Venezuela's Nicolas Maduro, the
South American nation's foreign
minister. Maduro was up in arms
because officials at John F.
Kennedy Airport detained him for
90 minutes over the weekend.
Curiously, this came just days
after Venezuela's president
appeared at the United Nations and
called President Bush a "devil,"
among other things.
Wink-wink, right? A lot of peo-
ple are probably thinking the men-
tality is that if you insult our presi-
dent; you're going to spend a cou-
ple of hours in a dark room in the
bowels of our airports.
While the Bush administration
isn't exactly the bastion of integrity
in international relations, I give
them a little more credit than that,
and they did apologize following
the incident.
As for the reason, a UN official
leaked to The Associated Press that
Maduro was detained because he
showed up late and without a tick-
et.
Such being the case, I say bravo
to the folks at the airport. Maduro
went on a post-incident tirade, say-
ing he was detained because of his
race, suggesting that he was treated
even worse after he showed his
diplomatic passport to JFK officials.
If Maduro was so concerned
that Americans would treat him
poorly, he should've shown up on
time and with the proper docu-
ments. How were the standard air-
SPORTS EDITOR
port workers supposed to know
this guy was a foreign minister and
not some imposter intent on sneak-
ing onto a plane with evil inten-
tions?
Maduro is upset that he and his
entourage were asked to spread
their arms to be frisked, calling it a
flagrant violation of his diplomatic
immunity and an insult. I say too
bad. You shouldn't have anything
to hide, and your diplomatic immu-
nity shouldn't protect any guns or
drugs they might find on you.
I'm guessing Maduro's treat-
ment got worse when he became
belligerent with American officials.
Afterward, he called the Uniter
States a "racist, Nazi government."
With that kind of attitude, it's no
wonder the workers at JFK didn't
extend the red carpet to this guy.
Do they have a phrase in Venezuela
akin to getting a lot further with
honey than you do with vinegar?
He's also lodged an official
protest with the UN, calling for an
investigation. What are they going
to do, pass an unenforceable resolu-
tion about it?
You're probably thinking,
what's the big deal, aren't foreign
governments mad at the United
States all the time? This matters,
because Venezuela is making a
push for a slot on the United
Nations Security Council, and this
is just the latest in a series of atten-
tion-grabbing ploys.
The Security Council is perhaps
the most important body in the
world, the only part of the UN that
truly wields some clout and power.
A backward nation like Venezuela
has no business on it. It has nothing
to do with their race, as Maduro
would suggest, but with its politics
and attitudes. The U.S. govern-
ment is clearly not a Nazi organi-
zation, but that's what Venezuela
truly believes. The UN is a diplo-
matic agency, and there's no diplo-
macy in that.
I see Venezuela as a disruptive
force that would bring nothing to
the council besides tired, meaning-
less rhetoric against Bush and the
United States. We're getting
enough of that in the midterm elec-
tions.
Much like our own government,
the world needs to come together
and have a conversation. Nations
aligned against the United States.
need to have a dialogue on the
issues and meet somewhere in the
middle. Having.a party that's going
to go against everything another
says no matter what and stand up
and holler about Nazis is not a good
thing for world politics.
If Venezuela wins that seat, the
UN will become even more useless
than it already is. That's a sobering
prospect in an ever-increasingly
dangerous world.
Matt Williams would like to
remind you that sports people pay
attention to politics too.
The cataclysm of feminism
Extreme social movement seems misguided
This editorial is being printed to
warn readers about a danger that is
corrupting the youth of our society.
Now, the first thoughts that come to
mind when thinking about corrup-
tion are drugs or alcohol.
However, the real danger is hid-
den deep within society. That dan-
ger is modern extreme feminism. I
am in no way implying that all fem-
inists are evil, or that the idea is just
drivel, yet extreme feminists want
to wage war.
Many feminists either don't
know what they are "fighting" for or
are willing to be sexist to win their
war. I know in college it seems
"cool" to stand up for something,
but regressing back to the 1690s and
going on a "testicle hunt," isn't a
productive way to accomplish
goals.
The biggest problem with femi-
nism is that none of the extreme
feminists I have talked to have any
idea of what they're trying to
accomplish. All I hear is informa-
tion about the victims, through sta-
tistics not cited, and of how evil
men are. I recall one feminist who
claimed that men are responsible for
wars and the dangers in society, to
which my professor replied, "if it
wasn't for men nothing would get
done." While that statement is sex-
ist, it's no more sexist than com-
ments made by extreme feminists.
Our society tends to praise the
underdogs and reward the victims
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who are just as guilty as those who
were originally at fault. This is a
double standard that gives females a
free ticket to bash the male gender.
These poor and somewhat igno-
rant feminists may feel that they
wage war for the good of their sex.
Well, as someone who happens to
be a fan of females, I'd like know
why a "war" exists. I know sexism
occurs. I just ask that you stop pick-
ing on my gender over some bad
choices of other males. Plenty of
guys would help feminists out if
they weren't terrified of having their
genitals mutilated as soon as they
came within a mile radius.
One advocate of anti-extreme
feminism is actually made up of
females. The group, "Ladies
Against Feminism," admits both
genders aren't completely equal.
LAF recognizes that females are
equal to males in aspects such as
dignity and human worth, but also
say it's ridiculous not to acknowl-
edge that genders are different in
terms of, and I quote, "biology, his-
torical fact, biblical truth and just
plain common sense."
The women who belong to this
group understand that males and
females are different and those dif-
ferences create unequal circum-
stances. The organization says, "We
are for maidenhood, modesty,
virtue, intelligence, womanly arts
and femininity." Extreme feminists
need to learn how to deal with the
differences that exist.
According to a self-proclaimed
feminist, females need to be feminist
in order to fight for equality. But,
what's equal about extreme femi-
nism? The group consists of women
who know of oppression and want to
turn the tables by oppressing men.
This becomes a power struggle and
perpetuates the problem. I would
like to do nothing more than to
ensure all females have the exact
same rights as I, yet even the name
"feminism" is sexually biased.
My peer went on to say that she
is a feminist to fight for femininity
and that males don't have to fight
for their masculinity. Males don't
fight for masculinity because we
understand and accept that some
differences exist. Some feminists
have been brainwashed into think-
ing men are pigs. As a modern civi-
lization it's our duty to make things
better and the only way to accom-
plish this isn't by abolishing these
differences, but by working to
understand them.
Justin Chase is a second-year
psychology major.
•Richard Humpt Vision
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
Ushuaia
18+ event
$17 advance, $20 at the door
Outbreak, Wake Up Call,
Cruel Hand, The Leftovers,
Covered in Bees
6 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
The Kave, Bucksport
COMEDY
UMaine's Last Comic Standing
Qualifying Round
and Louis Ramsey
9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
Memorial Union
ENTERTAINMENT
Contra Dance
with the Oaktum String Band
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 30
Unitarian Universalist Church,
Bangor
$5 individual, $12 family
MOVIES
"Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest"
7:30 p.m. & 10 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
Bangor Room
Free
"Kino's Journey 1-4"
6:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
DPC 100
Free
"Steam boy"
9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
DPC 100
Free
Camden International Film
Festival
Thursday, Sept. 28 through
Sunday, Oct. 1
Camden and Rockport, Maine
ARTS
Sam Cady: Reality and
Reverie
Norumbega Hall, Harlow
Street, Bangor
Through Oct. 7
Free admission with
MaineCard
Jocelyn Lee: Youth
Norumbega Hall, Harlow
Street, Bangor
Through Oct. 7
Free admission with
MaineCard
"A Matter of Perception 2006:
Exhibit by Artists with Disabilities"
Through Nov. 16
Hauck Auditorium Lobby
"Maman Disait"
Mixed-media collages
Through Nov. 27
Hudson Museum
Maine Center for the Arts
Free
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, date,
place and fee information to
Pattie Barry on FirstClass.
Inside
Entertainment • Jethro
Tull frontman returns to
the MCA. Page 13 stifle
TUE_ ZELL.
VOIZLI3
Jet Li does
"Fearless" finale
Page 12
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Camden
International
Film Festival
celebrates
documentary
cinema this
weekend
By Anthony Crabtree
Staff Reporter
In 2005, the Camden International Film Festival was held for the first time, bringing the
world of documentary cinema to the people of Maine. It was truly an international
event, bringing films and filmmakers from across the globe to watch and partic-
ipate with the audience when screenings were not taking place. This year, the
festival returns, continuing with the theme of showing documentary
films and exposing people to movies they otherwise may have never
seen.
From
the top
1 David Redmond
wins the special jury award for
his film "Mardi Gras Made in China 2
From "Chances for the World Changing" by
Daniel Metxgar 3 Albert Maysles gives advice to local
filmmaker Tom Sadowski. 4 Opening night 2005 from the Rockland
Strand Theater. 4 From "So Much So Fast" by Steven Ascher and Jeanne
Jordan 5 From "Iraq in Fragments" by director James Longley.
The Camden International Film Festival began with
founding directors Benjamin J. Fowlie and Stephanie
Shershow, who had a vision and a need to bring more film
to Maine. They believed that the Maine film scene was
lacking, especially near the coastal areas. The idea
began with Fowlie, who had the idea for years and
was finally able to put it into action in 2005 with
Shershow and many others. This year, the festival
continues on, with Fowlie remaining as director
and Joseph Duda serving as program director, a
position he also held last year.
The University of Maine also has a
part in the festival, offering a course about
documentary cinema which revolves mostly
around the Camden International Film
Festival.
"Documentary film is becoming a much
more popular form," said Michael Grillo, one
of the teachers of the documentary course. Even
with this form gaining popularity, however, it is
still difficult to find people with a true interest in
the medium. "I don't think people are aware of
just who did direct that, or who did put this togeth-
er. I think the only one people can probably mention
is 'Oh! Michael Moore!' And that's about it."
People who are not into the documentary film
scene will probably not recognize the names of many
directors playing at the festival. When asked if people
would recognize any of the names of the directors,
Grillo said, "Within the documentary circuit, a lot of
these people would be [known]."
Documentary film presents a real-life look at certain
issues that otherwise may have received no attention from
other media outlets or other forms of press. The idea is to
take a look at and study something that major news outlets
pass over.
"You read the headlines; it's all encompassing, and
everyone's intent on it. Then a week later, it's off to some
other topic," Grillo said. "Documentary also forms a sense
of empowerment. One can give voice through very accessi-
ble technology, to things that the mass media would miss."
With the Camden International Film Festival bringing
films and filmmakers from all across the world, many
issues will be addressed that people from the Maine area
may not be aware of or may have limited exposure to.
The idea behind the class and bringing stu-
dents to the Camden International Film Festival is to
provide them with a way of viewing films outside
of the normal classroom mode of viewing and to
bring them to a more intense location. "To actu-
ally see them in the intensity of a festival,
where you are going to films from noon
until 10 p.m. at night, seeing films back-
to-back-to-back," Grillo said.
Students also have the
opportunity to engage in con-
versation with some of the
filmmakers that will be
See REEL on
Page 12
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Fall lineup
is something
to talk about
By Matthew Conyers
Barely eight minutes into NBC's
newest Aaron Sorkin drama "Studio
60 on the Sunset Strip," Judd Hirsch,
as a burned-out television producer
of a now-lame sketch show, goes on
a tirade that is part "Network," and
all business in its scope.
See, the rant by Hirsch's charac-
ter is one of those cleverly placed
segments that is meant to further the
plot, while managing to tell us a little
something about the world we live
in. In a well-shot and beautifully
written five minutes, Hirsch address-
es the downward spiral underway in
television and the over-saturation of
society. The dramatic scene quickly
sets the tone for the series and the
new fall television season, which
kicked off last week.
The only problem is that Hirsch
and the producers are two or three
years too late. TV isn't that terrible,
ugly stepsister in the corner any-
more. With shows like "The Wire,"
"L ost,
"Veronica Mars" and "Rescue Me,"
television has evolved and is actual-
ly better than it has been in the last 10
years. Can you believe it?
The news is refreshing for us tel-
evision buffs. In fact, one could even
begin to make an argument that tele-
vision right now is better than its
older, more expensive sibling, the
movies. Yes, it's true. The boob tube
is back, and thariks to some crafty
new shows this season, it looks like it
just might stay that way for a while.
Although two of the most hyped
and heralded shows of the new sea-
son, "The Nine" and "Friday Night
Lights," have yet to make their
debut, it is safe to say that both will
have their work cut out for them if
they want to rise to the level of
"Studio 60." Already two shows in,
the Sorkin drama that features a
stage full of stars is the most confi-
dent and consistent new drama of the
year.
With Matthew Perry and Bradley
Whitford doing most of the heavy
lifting, the show tells the story of a
writer-director team coaxed back
into leading a now lame-duck SNL-
type variety show. Along for the ride
are such esteemed character actors as
Timothy Busfield, Sarah Paulson
and Steven Weber. Each bring the
show and ensemble a different tinge
of flavor. Weber, who strays from his
normal wacky-guy route, is perfect
as the angry, self-serving boss of the
network. On the other hand, Busfield
hits all the right notes quietly, gaining
your attention for his small and pre-
cise actions. Paulson, however,
might be the most impressive of the
three. In a role that is not automati-
cally likeable but appreciated, she
gives the show a simple dose of
understated estrogen.
"Studio 60" centers around
Perry's character, Matthew Albee.
It's a role that reminds audiences and
See TV on Page 13
Shimmies, shimmies, shimmies
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN KASTELEIN
SHAKE IT — Belly dancing students shake it in the first belly-dancing class of the semester. The class is taught by Liz
Seekins on Thursday nights.
Finding inner beauty
By Sophia Tam
For The Maine Campus
"Shimmies, shimmies, shimmies," the belly girls are back! The
group was started three years ago at the University of Maine. The
class has been expanded from 14 students in 2003 to 40 students
in 2006 and is continuing to grow.
Belly dance is a form originally from the Middle East and is
influenced by some Arabic areas, for example, Egypt, India, or
Pakistan. It is traditionally performed by women. It emphasizes
the movements of the pelvis and abdominal muscles. The dance
flourished in the United States throughout the 20th century due to
the fascinating movement and exotic overtones.
In the 1990s, a belly dance association called American Tribal
Style began in order to format the vocabulary of the steps, such
as undulation, dip and shimmies.
This years' class has already started, and there is Still time to
register. Liz Seekins, who has been belly dancing since 2002, is
the class instructor. As a part of the dance troupe "Naya's
Trance," Seekins has traveled around Maine for two years. She is
now a graduate student in the French department at UMaine, and
has been teaching belly dancing classes at the university since
2004.
In Seekins' belly dance class, you will hear her saying "shim-
mies, shimmies, shimmies," which are fast movements of the
pelvis. Belly dance also emphasizes muscular "isolation," which
is the ability to move different muscle groups independently.
"It is a spiritual dance, the dancer discovers the beauty inside
their body." Seekins said.
"Find and celebrate the beauty within you!" it says on the pro-
motional poster. Seekins said that she encourages her students to
seek the beauty in their body and to explore different parts of
their body.
"Belly dancing is an individual dance," Seekins said.
Everybody dances differently as they have a different personali-
ty, different style and different shape.
Seekins said she was attracted to the dance because it "allows
people to express the beauty inside their body in a unique way."
She tells the students that belly dancing is dance of feeling good
about yourself and feeling beautiful.
"It is something fun and exhilarating to do," said Stephanie
See BEAUTY on Page 13
European duo to teach
'reality hacking' tonight
0100101110101101.org makes first U.S. stop here
By Sara Swiek
For The Maine Campus
An introduction isn't really nec-
essary for a group with a name like
0100101110101101.org. On
Thursday night, these world-famous
artists will be making their first
appearance in the United States, right
here at the University of Maine.
Frank° and Eva Mattes, whose
real names were only recently
revealed, are known by their unique
Web site name. These two Italian
artists are based in Barcelona, and
their specialty is "reality hacking."
Their main objective is to make
media their own, and reveal some of
the hidden truths about our society.
Most of this is achieved through
hoaxes and pranks.
"We invited
0100101110101101.org because
they are expert media hackers—they
use digital media techniques and cul-
ture hacking to help us see through
the propaganda, and to show us how
we are being manipulated into
accepting murder as art, theft of pub-
lic places as commerce, machines as
identity, and sharing as crime," said
new media professor Joline Blais.
A previous project included the
duo inventing a fictional artist who
made realistic sculptures of decapi-
tated human bodies. This artist,
Darko Mayer, became a sensation
across Europe and his "work" was
displayed in renowned European
galleries. The artist "died" in a
Yugoslavian prison what he had
been imprisoned for his "anti-patriot-
ic work." Several months after his
supposed death, the group revealed
that the artist and his work was
entirely fictionalized, and the pic-
tures of the decapitated figures were
actual pictures that anyone could find
on the Internet at sites like
Rotten.com.
See HACKING on Page 13
WMEBTop20
1 BEN KWELLER • S/T
2 RAPTURE • Pieces Of The People We Love
3 BOB DYLAN • Modern Times
4 TV ON THE RADIO • Return To Cookie Mountain
5 BECK • The Information
6 THE DECEMBERISTS • 0 Valencia
7 KASABIAN • Empire
8 BANGKOK FIVE • Who's Gonna Take Us Alive?
9 VARIOUS ARTISTS • PDX Pop Now!
10 RISE AGAINST • The Sufferer And The Witness
11 GRIZZLY BEAR • Yellow House
12 BLACK KEYS • Magic Potion
13 PETER YORN • Nightcrawler
14 JUCIFER • If Thine Enemy Hunger
15 R.E.M. • And I Feel Fine ... The Best Of The I.R.S.
Years 1982-1987
16 RAZORLIGHT • Razorlight
17 JENNIFER O'CONNOR • Over The Mountain,
Across The Valley And Back To The Stars
18 SNOWDEN • Anti-Anti
19 THERMALS • The Body, The Blood, The Machine
20 THE CHANNEL • Tales from the Two Hill
Heart/Sibylline Machine
Tune in to your campus radio station, WMEB 91.9,
Redefining the alternative.
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CDREVIEW
Heavens, "Patent
Pending"
Release Date: Sept. 12
Label: Epitaph / Ada
Just when you were hoping for
the sequel to Alkaline Trio's
"Crimson," Matt Skiba surprises us
with his side project Heavens' new
album, "Patent Pending." The new
release combines
Skiba, of Alkaline
Trio, with house-
mate Josiah
*-' Steinbrick, an
instrumentalist and
arranger, formerly
of the hardcore punk
band F-Minus.
Although a first
listen through
"Patent Pending"
may seem like a Ilimmmalam,
depressing attempt
to impress Trio fans,
the album sounds very little like the
guys' previous endeavors. "Patent
Pending" includes punk undertones
without the hardcore sound you may
expect from these two. According to
www.spin.com, they instead chose to
draw influence from artists like
Television and Brian Eno.
Skiba's vocals seem to somehow
fit perfectly with the arrangements
4
provided by Steinbrick. The lyrics of
the album still hold true to what you
may expect from Skiba; "My knife
wants to hide/deep inside of you."
Despite the punk vibe, love songs do
exist within this album, in the form
of "Heather" and "Another Night."
The album opens up with a Trio
vibe in the song "Gardens," but as
soon as the second track begins, that
sound disperses
and reminds you
that you're not lis-
tening to Alkaline
Trio anymore, but
something new,
different and
equally enjoyable.
The title track
serves as one of
the most upbeat
and catchy songs.
"Leave" wraps up
the record with a
soothing and
relaxing feel that really completes
the experience.
Despite the short length of just
over 40 minutes, "Patent Pending,"
is a debut album you will defmitely
remember for years to come.
Heavens has set their mark on, the
music scene. We can only hope that
this will not be the last we hear from
them.
—Amanda Maccabe
REEL
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attending the festival. This is a
unique experience and is cer-
tainly something that does not
occur at every film festival. "It's
a unique teaching experience
and a unique learning experi-
ence for all of us," said Grillo.
The Camden International
Film Festival begins Sept. 28
and ends Oct. 1. Screenings
and events will be held at the
Strand Theater in Rockland
and the Bayview Street Cinema
in Camden. Tickets are on sale
prior to the specific screenings
or event, and are $8 for an indi-
vidual showing and $150 for an
all-festival pass.
Hello friends.., come visit!
stone House Cafe
Open Tues.-Sat. 7a m-8a m
Sun. 7a m-ipm
Closed on Monday
1492. State St.
Vea zie ME,. 04401
942-9552
Breakfast ALL DAY!
Crazed Ink
276 Maine Street
Old Town ME 04468
Welcome Back
Sale
50% Off All
Piercing Jewelry
With Piercing 
TATTOO'S 20% OFF
WE DO ALL SORORITY
AND FRATERNITY
(SYMBOLS)
MUST BRING AD TO RECIEVE DISCOUNT
1-871-9-TATTOO
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
WALK-INS WELCOME
Tom Werhle jives Tuesday night
Musician promotes
show via MySpace
By Joel Crabtree
Opinion Editor
Java Jive is like the shark of the
University of Maine — it has never
had to evolve. since its creation.
And, to be honest, that's the way
people like it around here. Kickin'
Flicks seems to want to move from
DPC 100 to Neville Hall, Games
Night never has a large enough
crowd to make it enjoyable and Late
Night at the Union never seems to
live up to its name. But Java Jive is
consistently there. It's the Campus
Activity Board's golden boy; same
time, same place, every week.
On Tuesday, Tom Wehrle took
the Java Jive stage and lived up to
the show's standards. His weapons
of choice: an acoustic guitar and a
keyboard, which he played quite
well.
He fit the Java Jive mold almost
to a tee, and what helps his image is
his diehard self-promotion on
MySpace. He is just the kind of
musician who should be performing
at Java Jive this semester.
In between songs he had some
playful banter with the crowd and
Java Jive's right hand man, Brian
Monaghan, which after years and
years, is what we've come to expect
from Java Jive. He tossed out con-
versational topics about tollbooths
and water, and unsuccessfully tried
to find a Stacy in the audience for a
quick pop from the crowd.
Wehrle performed mostly bal-
lads or slower jams, but I preferred
his upbeat songs. He has the ability
to create some infectious guitar riffs
that can stay in the listeners' minds.
It was evident, though, that the
slower, ballad-type songs meant a
lot more to him. He seemed to have
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COCKY CROONER — Tom Wherle performs Tuesday night
at Java Jive in the North Pod of the Union.
a backstory before each one. The
ballads were well-written songs,
but I much preferred his catchier
tunes.
Wehrle's performance really
excelled on the keyboard — some-
thing that a lot of Java Jive musi-
cians do not do. They stick to one
instrument, namely an acoustic gui-
tar, and just go at it for an hour and
15 minutes. Wehrle's willingness to
change showed that he was more
dynamic than previous performers,
and he played very well with both
instruments.
Overall, Wehrle put on an
impressive show. His attitude and
persona give the misconception that
a lot of his music will be faster
paced and more fun-filled, but that
was a minor stump in the road.
Wehrle's performance was worth
the time. His music can be found on
his MySpace page.
At the end of the night there is
no one that can complain about
Java Jive. It's free music, in the
Union, every Tuesday night at 8
p.m. There are few things in life that
can beat that.
"Jet Li's Fearless"
Sept 22
Rogue Pictures
While it is sad that "Fearless" is being touted as Jet
Li's final action film, fans of martial arts cinema will
not be disappointed, as he certainly goes out with a
bang. Right from the start of the film the audience is
given a taste of things to come, as Jet Li takes on three
fighters from the west in a series of fast but beautiful
action scenes choreographed by the legendary Yuen
Wo-Ping. These two are just getting warmed up
though, as over the course of the proceeding 90 min-
utes they create some truly breathtaking fight scenes.
Based on the true story of Huo Yuanjia, a real-life
master of wushu, the film focuses on his redemption
after a series of poor decisions and personal loss. The
film is simple and straightforward for the most part,
and actually drags towards the middle as the audience
is greeted by a barrage of scenes where Li attempts to
"find" himself in a secluded village. These parts feel
very cliché and, while arguably needed for plot devel-
opment, they are uninteresting.
The film does get back on track, however, finding
its footing towards the end where a new theme is
addressed. After returning from the secluded village,
Yuanjia is faced with an "invasion" of western culture.
The idea of nationalism in China becomes Yuanjia's
main concern. While this theme is slightly reminiscent
of Li's "Once Upon a Time in China" series, it is done
in such an unsubtle and aggressive way that the view-
er will not care if they have seen it before. This is
where the story takes a massive 360-degree turn and
gets the viewer to care more about the plot and the fate
of the character rather than just the explosive martial
arts.
Director Ronny Yu, most likely remembered by
American audiences for his work on two popular hor-
MOVIEREVIEW
COURTESY IMDB.COM
ror films" Bride of Chucky" and "Freddy vs. Jason,"
does a more-than-serviceable job with "Fearless." The
film has an epic and grand feel to it, not because it has
huge and outrageous battle scenes involving armies
that number in the millions, but rather because of the
way a single man, Huo Yuanjia, is portrayed. Yu man-
ages to capture the legendary aura of this character.
Through the use of wirework, the character becomes
more than human on-screen, doing things that are
absolutely absurd in fight sequences. While most films
overuse wirework to the point where it loses all fun and
becomes obnoxious, "Fearless" uses it to allow Li do
things that are not humanly possible and create a char-
acter that is above the average man.
"Fearless" may not be as good as some of Li's films
from the early ` 90s, namely I994's "Fist of Legend,"
but when the dust settles and fans of martial arts cine-
ma look back, it will definitely rank above his terrible
films from America, namely 2003's "Cradle 2: The
Grave." The plot may be slow in the beginning, but by
the end of the film the viewer's adrenaline will be
pumping because of the outstanding action scenes, and
they will be rooting for Li to stop the western-culture
invasion.
—Anthony Crabtree
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Jethro Tull frontman
to play MCA Friday
By Zach
Dionne
Copy Editor
Jethro Tull is
returning to the
Maine Center for
the Arts — sort
of. This Friday,
Tull frontman Ian
Anderson will
bring his orches-
tral solo act to the
University of
Maine. He will
draw from a
selection of solo
songs, instrumen-
tals, classical
pieces, and of
course, tunes
from the leg-
endary Jethro
Tull, all "careful-
ly rearranged for
amplified flute,
acoustic-rock trio
and, of course, members of his
orchestra," according to the
MCA Web site. Anderson will
bring a 28-piece orchestra with
him for the performance.
"This is a project
Anderson is very excited about
and it is all his creation. He has
arranged the Tull material for
this new configuration. Anyone
who loves him with Tull will
• surely love, this concert," said
Adele Adkins, associate direc-
tor at the MCA.
"Ian Anderson has long been
considered to be the foremost
and, to many, the only promot-
er of rock-style flute," the
MCA's Web site states.
Born in 1947, Anderson is a
native of Scotland. He formed
Jethro Tull in 1968 and has
since released 30 albums, sell-
ing more than 60 million
copies. Anderson is no stranger
to live shows; Tull has played
over 2,500 concerts in more
than 40 countries in the past
that
COUH I LSY OF VVWVV.CULTUREGUIDE.GR
SHARP - Jethro Tull, one of the foremost pro-
moters of rock-style flute, will be performing
Friday at the MCA with a small orchestra
three decades. In addition to
his pioneering rock-style of
flute, Anderson plays whistles,
ethnic flutes, acoustic guitar,
and a variety of mandolins.
Ian Anderson has released
four solo albums in his career:
1983's "Walk Into Light," the
flute instrumental "Divinities"
in 1995, which saw large com-
mercial and critical success,
2000's acoustic collection,
"The Secret Language of
Birds," and most recently
"Rupi's Dance" in 2003.
Jethro Tull played the MCA
in the fall of 2004 to an enthu-
siastic audience. Ian
Anderson's return for a solo
show will be a unique and
exciting experience. The con-
cert begins at 8 p.m. Tickets
for the general public are
priced at $43. UMaine students
may use their free tickets, and
there will be $5 student rush
tickets on the day of the per-
formance.
HACKING
From Page 11
Another controversial event by
the group took place in 1998, when
they created a fake Web site for the
Vatican. It was identical to the origi-
nal, except that it contained sections
about "free love" and contraception.
It was online for about one full year,
until the Vatican officials discovered
it and had the site removed.
0100101110101101.org will be
coming to UMaine this week to
show off their hoax movie, "United
We Stand." They have created movie
posters, which can been seen at their
Web site, and posted them world-
wide - in China, India, New York
City, and even UMaine. Event
organizers hope that Thursday's
event will include some knowing
viewers and also some unsuspecting
fans that are hoping to catch a free
screening of a hit movie about
Europe taking over the world.
According to professor Blais, the
people who show up to the event
expecting a movie are just as much a
part of the artwork. In fact, anyone
who even discusses the artwork with
others includes himself or herself in
the artwork.
"It's an example of ` contagious
media' — it spreads like a virus to
whomever it touches. Now imagine
we could tweak our political system
that way," Blais said.
In addition to the public presenta-
tion, the artists will be participating
in classes and running a workshop at
9:30 a.m. on Friday in 420
Chadbome Hall. The workshop is
titled "Maine Kampf," a play on
words from Hitler's book "Mein
Kampf." A schedule of other events
is available on the new media depart-
ment Web site.
Eryk Salvaggio, president of the
student group the New Media
Society believes that "they are defi-
nitely a controversial group, and peo-
ple might not like everything they
do, but their work is designed to
make people ask themselves why
they might not like it"
The main event, "Clone Wars:
Reality Hacking with
0100101110101101.org," will take
place from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept 28 in 100 Lord Hall.
The event, organized by Still Water
Media Lab and the New Media
Department, is free to the public.
TV
From Page 11
Perry of his true talent The one-time
"Friend" is much more comfortable
here, in a drama, which allows his
quick-talking banter to flow freely.
Petry is at his best when the writing
is crisp and sharp. Thanks to Sorlcin's
best writing job since "Sports
Night," this is easily accomplished.
Albee, as the moral center of the
show, highlights the strife and strug-
gles that come with writing for tele-
vision. The pressure to perform and
adjust to a job he left several years
ago is something to which any audi-
ence member can relate.
Preceding "Studio 60" on
Monday nights is maybe the biggest
surprise of the season. "Heroes"
proves to be both epic and under-
standing at the same time. The serial-
ized drama aspires to be the solution
to our boob-tube superhero jones
and, astonishingly enough, in the first
hour we are greeted by a drama that's
plausible. Although the show has yet
to dive fully into its methodology,
there is plenty to like already. Most
notable is one of its forefront char-
acters, Milo Ventimiglia, who plays a
nurse that thinks he can fly. Finally in
a role that fans can approve of, and
more importantly root for, Milo
makes us buy into his maybe-super
hero because there is nothing fake or
phony about him.
The same can be said for Hayden
Panettiere, the former "Remember
the Titans" daughter. Playing a
cheerleader who can't be hurt —
imagine Bruce Willis in
"Unbreakable,- but really hot —
Panettiere is captivating because she
plays her character off as being
human, not superhuman. These two
are joined by a host of other charac-
ters that manage to captivate our
attention just long enough to make us
want more. In the coming weeks, it
looks like the show can only
improve, with Greg Grumbeig join-
ing the cast and a storyline that
extends to the end of the season.
"Heroes" merits watching for its
mete scope and trajectory alone.
A little more realistic and a lot
slicker is the street-smart "Smith" on
Tuesday. Packaged with two other
masculine and action-packed shows
on CBS' Tuesday-night lineup,
Yes, it's true. The boob
tube is back. And thanks to
some crafty new shows this
season, it looks like it just
might stay that way fir
awhile.
"Smith" carefully walks the line
between pure trash and exciting
thriller. As of now it is the latter, with
Ray Liotta proving to be actually
likeable in the lead role. Cast as the
head honcho in a group of thieves,
Liotta makes you believe that he
doesn't like his job just enough that
you can buy into him wanting to be a
family man. The backbone of the
show is simple: Liotta and his
gang, which includes Amy Smart
and Simon Baker, are a bunch of
thieves trying to live their lives
while stealing a few from the man.
It may not be the most heart-warm-
ing or redemptive hour on TV, but
it sure is one of the most enjoyable
as far as pure escapism goes.
CBS follows up "Smith" on
Wednesday nights with the end-of-
the-world sci-fi family drama
"Jericho." Led by Skeet Ulrich,
"Jericho" is one of those shows
that teeters on the line. Unsure of
what it truly wants to be, "Jericho"
could be here for a while or it could
ride off into the sun rather quickly.
As far as comparisons go, it is
weaker than last year's superb
"Invasion" or USA's "The 4400,"
but stronger than anything else in
its time slot. So what are you to do
if you're a fan of sci-fi family
drama? Well, this writer says give
it a try. While other shows go for
slick production and extraordinary
twists, Jericho relies on the emo-
tions of its characters. And that still
goes for something in the world of
television.
For every "Studio 60" and
"Heroes" there is also the normal
group of flops. This year is no dif-
ferent with "Six Degrees" and
"The Class," both high-pedigree
shows that fall flat on their faces.
While "The Class" may survive
mainly due to its time slot, "Six
Degrees" deserves to fail solely for
teasing viewers with an interesting
premise. No show in the last three
years has ever felt so pretentious
and underwhelming at the same
time. Shame on you J.J. Abrams
for making us actually think •ve
should care about these cardboard
characters. Who knows, maybe he
can save the show. My money is
elsewhere.
Whether television can-continue
this recent streak of good luck is
still uncertain. But with highly
regarded shows like "The Nine,"
"Friday Night Lights," "The Knights
of Prosperity" and "30 Rock," still to
come, life in TV land looks to be fine
— at least for the time being.
Sweet sounds
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN PADGETT
SOUL SISTER — Sarah Richardson of Renaissance belts out a solo at a free concert in
the DTAV Community Center.
BEAUTY
From Page 11
Cummings, a second year
nutrition major and member of
the belly dance group. In order
to be good at belly dancing,
dancers need to feel confident
enough to show their belly and
feel beautiful, she said.
Teaching the dance and
spreading the beauty of belly
dance is the main purpose of
starting a beginner belly dance
class. According to Seekins,
the class involves stretching,
basic movements and group
activities, such as "call and
respond," an activity in which
the dancers dance back and
forth to each other.
There are various kinds of
movements in belly dancing;
for beginners, the movements
are usually slower. When the
dancers get to the spiritual part
of the dance the movements
can be very fast. It is a good
practice for students to explore
their body and get in shape.
"It is an aerobic exercise,
and it's enlightening," said
Jessica Umel, a fourth-year
Spanish major who has been a
member of the classes and
group for the past two years.
Students will have an oppor-
tunity to perform in the one of
the UMaine dance showcases
such as Fall Dance, Spring
Dance Showcase and
International Dance Festival.
The class is a non-profit
class which will be held once a
week. Students who are inter-
ested can contact the instructor
Liz Seekins by e-mail on
FirstClass, under the name
Margaret Seekins. The begin-
ner class meets on Friday
nights in the dance studio at
1944 Hall.
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Horoscopes
By Miss Astra
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You've learned your lesson the
hard way: Always read the fine
print. It sucks not having a soul
now, doesn't it?
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
While it's your dating signature to
booby trap your crush's door, you
might want to change it up by
simply asking them out.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
foistalgia is overwhelming you.
It's time to catch up on some old
Nickelodeon shows while snack-
ing on fruit roll-ups, but if you
bust out the pajamas with feet,
you've gone too far back.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Hate to tell you, but you're kind
of a priss. Defy everyone's
expectations by throwing out the
fancy shoes and jumping head
first into a mud-wrestling con-
test... with a COBRA!
Leo
July 23 to August 22
Love's not really all that tricky for
you, Leo. When one of your sig-
nificant others accuse you of dat-
ing too many people, scold them
fo,"being jealous and wanting
more than what they deserve.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A change could do you good.
Avoid drastic ideas like changing
your favorite color, just start
checking that gender box the
opposite way you normally do.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Who took the bomp from the
bomp a lomp a lomp? Who took
the ram from the ram a lam a
ding dong?
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Fanny packs are making a come-
back, so buy all of them that you
L'an in bulk. You'll be laughing all
the way to the bank at the disbe-
lievers who thought that a
Christmas tree made out of fanny
packs was a stupid idea.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
If a bird in the hand is worth two
in the bush, then two birds in the
hand are worth four in the bush.
Therefore, you need to start a
bush farm and cut off both of
your hands so there will be more
Ords in the bushes.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
After generously surprising a Leo
friend and saving an Aquarian
friend from her crazy antics, you
are in need of some pampering.
It will come in the form of a fanny
pack bubble bath.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Violence doesn't solve problems,
but brainwashing certainly does.
(Jet out there to your nearest
hypnotist and surrender all inhibi-
tions!
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
When you're invited to join a
f...nny-pack bubble bath, don't
turn down the opportunity just
because it doesn't make any
sense.
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By - Steven Lindquist
Quit Screwing
around dammit!!!
By - Steven Lindquist
What's up
Moses!
Separation of church
and state! Separation
of church and state!
'4
Sudoku
8 1
3 1 8 2 6 4
9
,
6
6 37
9 3 6
1 4 8.
4 7
6 5 9 3 1 4
1 _ 8
ihttp://www.dailysudoku.com/
The Rules: 
medium
Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear once.
Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear once.
Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order
but each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!
Momentary Dementia - Just Hangin' Around
Professor declares himself 'New Jesus'
Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
/n a turn of events sure tohave global ramifications,University of Maine phi-losophy professor Douglas
Allen recently circulated a
memo stating that he is, in fact,
the second coming of Christ.
While university officials
were shocked to learn that the
literal Son of God had been hid-
ing in their midst all these years,
Allen says that none were more
shocked than he to learn he is
the physical manifestation of
Biblical prophecy.
"It all started when I got
arrested for trespassing during
the war protest at Senator
[Olympia] Snowe's [R- Maine]
office," said Allen. "I mentioned
that if Gandhi and Martin Luther
King Jr. were alive and well,
they would have joined me in
protest. Now, while some people
would be miffed by some
schmuck from Maine comparing
himself to the greatest civil
rights leaders of the 20th centu-
ry, I felt that not only was I
right, but that it could go fur-
ther. I thought to myself, 'I bet
if Jesus were alive, he'd be here,
too.' Then it dawned on me —
Jesus was here. Only a man as
great as Christ could do some-
thing like get arrested in the
office of a senator. It only makes
sense that I'm the living incar-
nation of the Son of our
Heavenly Father."
"Plus," added Allen, gig-
gling, "they would have arrested
me for a lot more than trespass-
ing if they had any idea how
many pens and Post-It notes I
stole from that office."
As has been his style in the
past, Allen informed the
UMaine community and the
world at large of the second
coming via memo, much as he
informed the same of his plans
to be arrested. While the words
"God," "Faith," and "bitches"
all appeared a number of times,
the most shocking aspect of the
memo itself was Allen's insis-
tence on being called "New
Jesus."
"Jesus, Christ, Jesus H.
Christ, it's all so ... passé. I
want to kick things up a notch,
— BAM!, hehe, love that
Emeril — and remind people
that I'm the New Jesus, or N.J.,
or, if you prefer, New Jizzle,"
explained Allen.
Since the revelation of his
divinity, Allen has been seen
walking around campus in long
robes and sandals, often preach-
ing to the university masses
from the steps of Fog ler Library.
While the core message of each
address has been one of paci-
fism, peace, and understanding,
there have been deviations.
Mostly notable was a sermon
praising the university's philos-
ophy department as the school's
only true path to salvation and a
shocking tirade on the merits of
Schlitz beer versus Pabst Blue
Ribbon.
"Truly, PBR is the beer of the
devil," Allen said, moments
before shotgunning a Schlitz in
front of an approving audience.
While many were originally
skeptical of Allen's claim, a
number of his critics were
silenced with the coming of his
first miracle — turning water into
ice.
"Witness the new King of
Kings as he performs the first of
his many new miracles to the
people of the world," said Allen
to a growing crowd of specta-
tors. "By utilizing the divine
power granted only to the Son of
God, I will capture the force of
this Maytag® Ice2OTM refriger-
ator/freezer and turn water ...
into ICE!"
Following the display, sever-
al of the elderly and individuals
with heart conditions had to be
taken away by ambulance.
In related news, Maine resi-
dents were shocked to hear that
the loud, annoying background
noise audible throughout the
state for the past few days was
actually the uncontrolled laugh-
ter of Snowe from her office in
Bangor.
"Ha, ha," said Snowe.
Momentary Dementia - A Collect Call from Heaven
Mr. Secretary, please
come in here. My soil
is getting dry.
111E
pfez.bush
Wait, you're not my
secretary. Who are you?
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SIDELINE SESSION — Manauris Arias (right) fires up team-
mates during last Saturday's 62-12 win over Shaw.
HISTORIC
From Page 20
coach Tom O'Brien's Eagles.
Traditionally one of the best offen-
sive lines in college football, BC
boasts a pair of bruising backs in L.V.
Whitworth and Andre Callendar who
each average over 4.0 yards per
touch.
"The legacy they have is phe-
nomenal, they just pass the baton on
from lineman to lineman," said
Cosgrove.
Coming off a devastating loss to
North Carolina State last week, BC is
3-1 and may line up and pound the
rock directly at the Black Hole
defense. The question will be if
UMaine has anything they can do to
stop it.
"That may well be their plan, and
they'd have every right to do that
based on the size differential here,"
Cosgrove said. "I wouldn't be sur-
prised if both those backs got 20 car-
ries."
In their way is UMaine's defen-
sive line, one of the top units in all of
Division I-AA. That match-up may
decide the Black Bears' fate this
weekend.
"It'll be a good chance to see
what we're made of," said Mike
DeVito, the d-line's anchor at the
tackle spot. "To be the best, you have
to go against the best, and we expect
them to run at us right off the bat."
One thing UMaine won't be is in
awe of BC's speed or strength. Some
of the best athletes in I-AA, and on
the Black Bears, are comparable to
the Eagles' top talent.
"We compete with guys with tal-
ent on a I-A level; it's not like I'm
going against receivers with speed
I've never seen in my whole life,"
said senior safety Darren Stone. "I
played with [NFL draft pick] Kevin
McMahan, and Arel [Gordon] will
be one of the fastest guys in the sta-
dium this week."
The Black Bears certainly have a
number of players with the physical
gifts and talent to play at the I-A
level, among them Stone, DeVito,
Gordon and defensive end Matt
King. It's the Eagles' depth that may
hurt UMaine, as BC simply has a
larger number of big, strong, fast
players.
In terms of a game plan to stick
with the Eagles, UMaine is looking
to protect the ball and create good
field position that puts them in posi-
tion to succeed. One facet is the tal-
ent of senior running back Arel
Gordon, who has racked up over 400
all-purpose yards so far this season.
He'll likely line up more in an out-
side role, and won't play the tradi-
tional I-back against the Eagles.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLNS
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT — Desmond Randall (25) evades coverage from Jonathan
Calderon (28) during practice on Tuesday.
"I wouldn't look for Arel to be in
a pounding, I-back role; that's really
not his cup of tea," Cosgrove said.
Last year against Nebraska,
Whitcomb was sacked 11 times, and
that's a number UMaine has to
reduce if they're to have sucress
against BC.
"Being under center last year,
there wasn't a lot of chance to run
and find lanes. With the new
offense, I have a lot better chance
to get sacked less," said
Whitcomb.
Another factor is UMaine's
62-12 walloping of Division-II
Shaw last week. The Black Bears
saw how downtrodden Shaw was
against a bigger, stronger oppo-
nent, and know what they have to
do to avoid that kind of letdown
against the Eagles.
"We never want that to happen
to us, and it's not going to happen
because we have too much pride,"
DeVito said. "I've been telling the
team every day to work harder
than they ever have before
because they're going to be great.
"They're more physical and
faster than Nebraska, they're
probably better than Nebraska.
We have to be ready to go."
Among the top threats on the
Eagles squad is tight end Tony
Gonzalez and quarterback Matt
Ryan, who's already topped 1,000
yards passing this season. The
defense is led by linebacker Brian
Toal, who also serves as a short-
yardage running back and leads
the team in touchdowns.
Cosgrove likes to say that if a
team has the courage to schedule
a game, they have to have the
courage to win it. The Black
Bears have embraced that mantra,
but are still realistic about their
plan.
Asked what the ideal situation
for his squad to be in Saturday,
Whitcomb replied, "Hang around
until the fourth quarter and then
go for the jugular."
COLLIDE
From Page 20
Sunday against Sacred Heart.
Their impressive streak has not
gone unnoticed either. The Black
Bears are turning heads with their
undefeated mark — they are the No.
0 2-ranked team in New England
behind BU, and have earned their
first national ranking in program his-
tory.
The last five times the Black
Bears and Terriers have met in the
regular season, each team has won
one game, and they have tied the
other three. While UMaine has been
to the America East title game each
of the last three years, in 2003 and
2005 they met the Terriers, who
MP
ended their season. This will be the
first time that the two have met since
last year's title game.
While UMaine has been playing
well as a team, they have also had
some great individual play as well.
Sophomore goalkeeper Jasmine
Phillips is currently ranked fourth in
the nation in save percentage at .936,
and seventh in goals against at .316.
Junior forward Laura Harper leads
the America East conference in
points per game with 1.56, and goals
per game at .67.
UMaine feels that if they win
this game, it will put them in great
position to win the regular season
conference title, and gives them a
chance to host the America East
tournament. This would be partic-
ularly beneficial to the team, not
only because they have not lost a
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game at Alumni field all season,
but each of the last five teams that
have hosted the tournament have
gone on the win the America East
title.
Defeating BU will be no easy
task either, as they come in ranked
10th in the NSCAA/Adidas poll.
With a month of solid non-con-
ference play behind them, the
Black Bears feel up to the chal-
lenge. Looking at the rest of the
schedule, the Black Bears know
that while it is early, this could be
the turning point in their season.
"We want to keep doing what we
are doing. Playing hard, just work-
ing on our system," said Harper.
At the halfway point of their
season, the Black Bears are turn-
ing a lot of heads. So, what are the
plans of the Black Bears for the
rest of the season? "Definitely
keep winning" Harper said.
cT1{}A.m. 
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Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.
Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-
648-4849. Great group discounts.
Hiring Dancers and Bouncers
852-6667 for information
Club Entertainment
Downtown Bangor
28 Exchange St.
Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
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Football club hits the road
UM heads south to tussle with Central Maine Warriors
By Adam Clark
For The Maine Campus
As the Northeast Independent
Football League nears the halfway point
of the regular season, the University of
Maine Tackle Football Club will embark
on a new challenge. It's something they
haven't had to do in their short history:
go on the road and win.
After three straight home games to
open up their inaugural season, the Black
Bears, who sit at 2-1 atop the East
Division, will now play three straight
games on the road — all three being
meaningful. Two of those games come
against division foes, the Central Maine
Warriors and Exeter Gamblers, teams
that are winless and have been defeated
by UMaine this season. The other game
is against the Northeast Knights, who are
the only blemish on the Black Bears
record thus far.
"[This road trip] means that our des-
tiny is in our own hands, and we need to
take care of business 'behind enemy
lines' so to speak," said player and coach
Eric Whitman. "Two of the three are
divisional games against teams we
already faced that will be looking for
payback, but if we win these two, we
clinch our division and are division
champs. Also a second meeting with the
Knights sandwiched between [those two
divisional games] means we'll be look-
ing to dish out a little payback of our
own."
Coming off last week's 19-0 setback
courtesy of the Knights, the Black Bears
look to improve on several things during
this trip. Mental mistakes, such as penal-
ties, missed assignments and confusion
about who's on the field and off are areas
that UMaine will be working on during
this mid-season stretch.
"All in all, we'll have to get back to
the drawing board and find some rhythm
on offense," said Gilbert Cyr, who plays
receiver, kicker, and punter, about an
offense which turned the ball over four
times and got shut out.
With the loss last week, the Black
Bears dropped to 2-1, but with anything
there are always setbacks. Looking at the
positives, the Black Bears still hold a
division lead; they have a defense that
has only given up 25 points all season,
and an offense which scored 64 points
before being shut out in the last game.
"Getting as prepared as we can at
home, [and] making sure the guys rest up
before hand," said Whitman of getting
his team prepared for the road trip. "Any
road game takes a lot out of you, but
three straight weeks is tough, especially
in football is tough. Add to that the fact
that only a few of us ever had to travel so
far to play a game, rest and mental prepa-
ration become so much more vital."
After a successful home stand to start
their inaugural season, the Black Bears
look to improve their record as they play
Central Maine Saturday night. The kick-
off is slated for 7 p.m. in Winthrop.
"We had a goal of winning our divi-
sion so we could host a playoff game at
home," said Whitman, of the team's main
goal this season. "We wanted to be a per-
fect model of what a school's club team
should be, and wanted to make sure we
represented the university properly."
So far, the UMaine Black Bear Tackle
Football Club appears well on its way to
achieving that feat.
UMaine hopes to bounce back
By Helen McKinnon
For The Maine Campus
After another weekend
of disappointment, with two
losses at home against
Providence and Quinnipiac,
the University of Maine
field hockey team is looking
to put their frustration at
their pre-conference record
of just 3-7 behind them as
they enter conference play.
Field Hockey
The Black Bears' main
problem is that they're
struggling to put the ball in
the net. When playing
Quinnipiac they out shot
their opponents 22-10, but
despite numerous penalty
corners and other good
chances couldn't score a
goal.
"We played great field
hockey, we just couldn't
put the ball in the cage,"
said head coach Andrea
Thebarge of the game. "We
were a little disappointed,
but we're playing great
field hockey at the
moment."
UMaine was tabbed No.
2 in the America East pre-
season coaches' poll, behind
defending champion Boston
University. The Black Bears
split the regular season
championship with the
Terriers last year, with BU
prevailing in the playoffs.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
NECK AND NECK — Gina Legge races a
Providence player to the ball in a 4-1 PC win.
The Black Bears' first
conference game will be
played on the road against
the University at Albany,
and entering the game
Coach Thebarge is full of
confidence.
"We're feeling very
confident right now," she
says. "The girls are ready
to go; this is where the
season really starts. We're
going to get in a great
week of practice this
week, and we'll be raring
to go on Saturday."
The game will be a
tough one; Albany is
doing well so far this sea-
son, with a record of
seven wins and three loss-
es, including winning
three out of three home
games. A few years ago,
they were just starting out
as a team, but they have
slowly improved and,
with a new turf field, have
attracted new, better play-
ers. Freshman midfielder
Michelle Simpson has
been named America East
Conference Player of the
Week for two consecutive
weeks, on September 11
and September 18, and
sits at the top of Albany's
scoring chart with 11
goals and six assists.
Albany has outshot most
of its opponents, and have
achieved shutouts in five
of their games.
"They were a great
team last year, they're
going to be very competi-
tive; it'll be a good
game," said Thebarge.
Drive in today heck it oat!
We want your vehicle loans and we're
paying cash for them! If you have an auto,
ATV, RV, motorcycle or snowmobile loan
at another financial institution,
drive it over to UCU.
Cash Payout Loan AmourIt
S100 S5,000-10,000
$200 S10,001-20,000
$300 $20,001 & above
Become a True Blue Member and save
even more! All you need is auto pay on
your loan and direct deposit to your
checking account
Call or stop in today for more details.
UCU
UNIVERMY CREDIT UNION
Orono • Portland • Bangor
800-696-8628 • www.ucu.rnaineiedu
Contact UCU for more information on rates, terms, and eligibility requirements, in-house refinancing not eligible. Limited time offer.
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Rugby scores a pair
of weekend victories
By Joseph Bumham
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine rugby
teams continued their winning ways
this weekend, with the men posting a
32-5 victory over Bates College and
the women's team beating the
University of Maine at Farmington
. 15-0. The men improved to 2-0, and
the women started off their season I-
0.
During the men's game, both
teams started off competitive, but
sophomore Rocco Andreozzi broke
the game open with a long run down
the right sideline, putting the Black
Bears on top after he made the con-
version kick. After a long Bates run
for a score, the game was in the
hands of the Black Bears for the rest
of the game. Anidreozzi added on
two more scores, and Senior Tony
Desjardins scored as well.
"I think our team is pretty much a
smash-mouth team. We outweigh
just about every team we play. We
just ran through people," said
Desjardins after the game.
What is most amazing about the
success of the UMaine men is the
fact that they haven't had a coach for
any of the last three seasons.
"We have very strong leaders on
the team," said Desjardins. "They
motivate the team during practice
and in the game. We seem to be
doing a pretty good job [without a
coach I."
The field was wet during the
women's game, making for a slop-
py day, but this type of game
favored the UMaine women, who
were able to play off of
Farmington's mistakes. The team
was able to break the 0-0 deadlock
when senior captain Teagan
Thibodeau was able to pick up a
loose ball and take it in for the score.
In the second half, Thibodeau
scored her second try of the game
by running down a kick into the
back of the try zone. Sophomore
Kat Bailey played well for UMaine,
flying around the field and making
great tackles. Later in the game,
senior Becky Woods was able to
punch in the final score.
"We worked hard all week in
preparation for this game," said
Thibodeau "I think everything that
we worked on in practice really paid
off for us."
This year, the women's team has
a healthy mix between their veter-
ans, and rookies that have come in
and contributed right away.
"Our veterans are really stepping
up this year. That makes it easier for
our rookies," said Thibodeau.
Freshman Kristin McIntire and
freshman Rebecca Gerber also con-
tributed to the Black Bear win with
their solid play.
The men will travel to Waterville
this weekend to put their perfect
record on the line against Colby.
The women will host their
first home game of the year
when Bates College comes to
Orono on Sunday at 1 p.m. at
Lengyel Field.
TRIO
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favorites to win the America East
Championship on Oct. 27. The trio
will face the best competition yet in
their quest for a second conference
title when UMaine hosts the Murray
Keatinge Invitational this Saturday.
As the squad, who is coming off a
defeat to UMass-Amherst last
Saturday, prepares to take on such
quality programs as Texas Tech and
Dartmouth, the trio knows full well
that its only the beginning for them.
"This race isn't an indicator of
how good we are going to do for the
rest of the season, it's just a tune-up
to get into a really good meet with
good competition," said Drake.
"This is the first step for us."
"Our top three are good and
we're primed to race very fast," said
Davis. "Donny and! are looking past
NCAA Regionals and there's no
doubt Trevino should be as well.
Our strengths as racers come at dif-
ferent points in the race: Donny has a
very strong kick, Josh is dominant on
hills, and my ability to surge mid-
race isn't too poor. Combine the
three of us with Englehutt, Bartlett
and McGonagle all working as a unit
and we're quite strong."
Davis addressed the strong bond
between the three, who constantly
log 70 mile weeks together along
with other seniors.
"We all have a strong mutual
respect for each other's strengths and
intelligence as runners," said Davis.
"We probably should be more com-
petitive between each other, but that
wouldn't be any fun. With Josh's
Rec-Specs and my manbeard we're
also a pretty finel(x)king crew, unfor-
tunately Donny's beard isn't in yet,
because if it was we'd be a very
intimidating group on Saturday to
look at."
Head coach Mark Lech is confi-
dent that the musketeers are right
where they need to be, it's now just
about getting the other members of
the top seven into place.
"I think we're really close to get-
ting all the pieces of the puzzle
together," said Lech. "Donny's foot
is okay, he just needs to get his run-
ning legs back underneath him and
up to the level they were before.
Kirby and Josh are going well."
"It's kind of a three
musketeers thing."
Josh Trevino, on the
relationship between UM's
top three cross country
runners
The good news for Lech and the
incredibly bad news for the Murray
Keatinge field is that Drake, Davis
and Trevino will finally be running
together for the first time all year. In
the squad's first meet, where they
beat UNH — the No. I team in
America Fast — Drake was out
because of a foot injury. Last week
against UMass-Amherst it was
Trevino riding the pine. This time
around, Trevino, who resembles
Lenny Kravitz with a flair of
Sideshow Bob from "The
Simpsons," sat out just because he
felt overworked. Now they're both
ready to go.
All three will have their hands full
at Saturdays meet, which starts at 10
a.m., with the two top squads,
Dartmouth and Texas Tech. At the
helm of The Big Green is a familar
face for anyone who follows cross
country, let alone New England run-
ning: Ben True.
"Ben True has established him-
self as an All American, all-around in
every sport he does," said Drake.
"It's cool to get in there with him and
see what he can do. And those
Kenyans from Texas Tech, we've
never seen any of them before but we
know a couple of them run real fast.
It should just be really interesting."
If Davis is the Luke Skywalker of
the group, then Drake is Han Solo:
The cooler more intense member of
the trio, who is all about one defined
goal: The championship.
"I truly believe we have the team
to do it this year," says Drake.
The sentiment is the same from
Lech. In his opinion the Invite can be
viewed two ways.
"It's kind of a double-edged
sword," said Lech. "It's early
enough that the people I am working
with I can't have them hugely ready
for. Wheras a Stanford or UCLA or
a Texas Tech, they can afford to get
that level of athlete that's not peaked
all the way but running at a hard
level. Whereas we need to be at the
right spot at the right time. And this
isn't the right time."
If anything, the invite will pro-
vide Bartlett, McGonagle and
Englehutt a chance to close the
spread between the top three. Last
week, the team's gap from first racer
to fifth was 1:36. Lech needs the
time to be below a minute by the end
of October.
No matter who steals the role, it
should be a dogfight in the confer-
ence that Lech, the team and the
Three Musketeers are prepared for.
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Men's Ice Hockey
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Black Bear Volleyball
HOME OPENER
Maine vs. New Hampshire
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The Pit - Memorial Gym
Maine vs. Hartford
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Shelly Seipp
Senior, Setter
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WATER BREAK - Darren Stone relaxes during a break in practice earli-
er this week. Stone leads the Black Hole defense against BC Saturday.
The Stone File 
Class: Senior
Height & Weight: 6-3, 221 lbs.
Hometown: Lockport, N.Y.
Birthdate: August 21, 1985
Career statistics: 132 tackles,
10 interceptions, played in 34
of 36 games during his career.
Accolades: Preseason All
American honorable mention,
preseason All Atlantic 10, 2005
All Atlantic 10
ICE
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finishing with a record of 14-15-3,
the women's hockey team had a suc-
cessful season last year, finishing
fourth in the Hockey Fast
Tournament and having Kelly Law
and Julie Poulin named to the All
Star Team. They set a school record
by winning seventeen games during
the season, and finished with a record
of 17-9-6. UMaine had ten student-
athletes were named to the Hockey
East MI-Academic Team. Hopefully
Best movie seen recently:
Crank
Favorite pro athlete: Kobe
Bryant
Favorite sport & team:
Basketball & Los Angeles
Lakers
Person most admired:
Ronnie Lott
Favorite musician: Lil' Wayne
Pregame ritual: Always puts
on left shoes, pads first.
this year will be even more success-
ful for them.
The team has a strong core with
15 players returning, and they will be
joined by five new firslunen who
will bring something new to the
squad. A group of seven seniors will
hopefully provide strong leadership
for the team, who will be captained
by Kelly Law and Sonia Corriveau,
with Rachel Gettings and Karine
Seneca] as assistant captains.
The squad will be backstopped
by the tandem of Gettings and
sophomore Genevieve Turgeon,
with sophomore Lundy Day
spelling the duo. Playing on
One four all, and all
four one
Darren Stone the latest in a line of
great defenders to wear jersey No. 4
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
For the better part of the last decade, opposing
scouts have been telling their teams that the key
to the University of Maine football team's
defense is the guy wearing No. 4.
Starting with San Diego Chargers special
teams captain and UMaine legend Stephen
Cooper, the sacred jersey has been passed down
to the Black Hole's best player. For the last two
years, that player has been MI American safety
Darren Stone.
"It gave me confidence, but it also comes
with a lot of pressure, that I'm still under, to per-
form," said Stone, who began wearing No. 4 last
year after the honor was bestowed on him by for-
mer All-American Brandon McGowan.
"Every year, we have a senior will, and
Stephen left his number for Brandon, who left it
for Dann. There are others, but that one's a lit-
tle more special because those last two guys are
in the NFL," said UMaine head coach Jack
Cosgrove.
When McGowan, currently on the Chicago
Bears' physically-unable-to-perform list while
recovering from a knee injury suffered last sea-
son, passed No. 4 on to Stone, he had some
pointed words of advice.
"He told me that I'd earned it, and not to take
it for granted. Play every play like it's your last,"
said Stone.
That pressure will be at its most intense
Satunlay, when Stone, now in his senior season,
leads the Black Bears into Alumni Stadium at
Boston College.
Stone is unquestionably the most versatile
defender the Black Bears have. He's started at
corner and rover [a hybrid linebacker-safety in
some schemes UMaine ran last season] before
settling into the strong safety role he currently
occupies.
"At a younger age, it was hard," Stone admit-
ted. "You get comfortable at a spot, and they
move you. You get comfortable again, they move
you again. But now, I know it gave me a better
understanding of our entire defense, and makes
me a more marketable player because scouts can
see I've played all these different spots."
That diversity mirrors the style of Stone's
idol, NFL legend Ronnie Lou. The 10-time Pro
Bowler also played all three defensive back posi-
tions, and was one of the hardest hitters of his era.
"[Stone's] so athletic, and his physical attrib-
utes let us put him all over the field," said first-
year defensive coordinator Robb Smith, who
coached the defensive backs during Stone's
freshman and sophomore seasons.
"He can cover a wide receiver any time we
want him to, but he can also come into the box
and play physically. Those guys are very hard to
come by."
At 6-3 and 221 pounds, Stone packs a wallop
when he unloads on an opposing receiver. But he
is most valuable in coming up with turnovers, as
long arms and wide, powerful shoulders give
him an edge when it comes to picking off passes.
"I just attack, that's the goal," Stone
explained. "When the ball's in the vicinity, I just
go after it You can cover a guy perfectly and he
might still catch it. If you attack him, you'll end
up with the ball."
To that end, the ball-hawking star led the
Atlantic 10 with 5 interceptions last year, and
now has 10 in his career.
"He's a proven playmaker, and we're going to
need him to make a few this weekend," said
Smith.
Traditionally, UMaine's best defenders have
had their best games against I-A opponents.
Linebacker Jermaine Walker shined against
Nebraska last year, while McGowan earned
national player of the week honors and caught
the eyes of many professional scouts for his per-
formance against Mississippi State in 2004.
"Definitely, it's an opportunity to show you
can play on that level. There's more scouts
watching then there are at a I-AA game, and
you're against better competition," said Stone.
BC's best receiving threat is tight end Tony
Gonzalez, and he'll be Stone's responsibility as
the Engles close in on UMaine's end zone. The
chance to battle a legitimate pro prospect is one
Stone relishes.
"I think all their players are good, pm
prospects for sure," he said. "But as we get down
in the red zone, matching up with him will be a
good challenge for me to show what I've got.-
A native of the Buffalo area, Stone will have
extra incentive against the Eagles this weekend.
BC recruited Stone out of high school, but was-
n't sure that the competition he faced at Lockport
High School would measure up to their lofty
standards.
"I'm going out there with a little bit of an
extra chip on my shoulder," Stone said. "We
have a lot of individuals that could definitely be
on that team, and our job is to show them that.
We don't expect to blow them out 50-0, but we
do expect to compete."
An All-Atlantic 10 selection in 2005, Stone
was named a preseason All-American by one
publication this summer. He's also rated among
the top "small school" pro prospects in the
nation.
"I really feel like Darren's best football is in
front of him, because he's been growing and
learning the game since he's been here. If you
asked me what his best game was, I'd say it'll be
his last," said Cosgrove.
For now, Stone hopes to make the Black Hole
defense among the most feared in the nation
again this season, and help bring UMaine back to
the playoffs, a feat enjoyed by both his predeces-
sors in Cooper and McGowan. But after that, he
has another responsibility: choosing which play-
er will carry the mantle of No. 4 next season.
"I don't know who it'll be yet," Stone says
with a smile. "That'll all be determined by the
end of the season."
defense will be freshman Elyce
Thomas; sophomore Chantal
Jaillet; juniors Jenna Cowan and
Kim Meagher; and seniors Karine
Senecal and Kelly Law. Up front
for the Black Bears will be fresh-
men Amy Stech, Taryn Peacock,
Abby Barton and Jenna Ouelette;
sophomores Vanessa Vani and
Robyn Law; junior Pam Patterson;
and seniors Kim MacElhaney,
Brigitte Laflamme, Katie Sunstrum
and Sonia Corriveau.
At the Hockey East media day
held on Tuesday, the team was
picked to finish seventh in the
league this year in the annual pre-
season poll, with defending cham-
pion New Hampshire picked to
finish first.
The team starts their season this
weekend with two games at home
at the Alfond Arena. They face
Mercyhurst, the No. 5 team in the
nation, on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.,
and again on Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
Mercyhurst has played one
exhibition game so far this year,
beating Etobicoke 4-2 at home.
They out-shot Etobicoke 47-26,
with four different players notch-
ing the goals. Mercyhurst is cap-
tained this year by Julia Colizza,
who will be assisted by alternate
captains Stephanie Jones and
Jackie Jarell, who is returning to
play this year after an injury side-
lined her for a year-and-a-half.
Mercyhurst has some standout
players this season; four of their
players played for U-22 Team
Canada in a tournament against the
USA over the summer. Laura
Hosier shut out Team USA in one
of the games, Valerie Chouinard
scored two goals during the three
game series, and freshman
Meghan Agosta, who won a gold
medal for the Canadian Olympic
Team, notched one goal and one
assist.
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UM: Why not us?
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
Putting aside all , the mantras
about respect and fear, courage and
talent, and the game being played
between the stripes and not on paper,
the University of Maine football
team faces simply the greatest chal-
lenge in its l04-year history this
weekend at Boston College.
DARREN STONE
PLAYER FEATURE
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The I-AA Black Bears line up
against the I-A Eagles, ranked No. 25
in the USA Today coaches' poll, at I
p.m. at Alumni Stadium in Chestnut
Hill, Mass. It will mark the first time
UMaine has ever played a ranked I-
A opponent.
Boston College is bigger and
stronger than UMaine, and they are
considerably deeper. They have
more money, more tradition, and are
heavily favored on Saturday. Still,
over the last two years, the Black
Bears have made a reputation of
playing these teams tough, beating
Mississippi State in 2004 and giving
Nebraska all it could handle last year.
"With eight minutes left in those
games, we were in them, and that's
where we hope to be this week," said
UMaine head coach Jack Cosgrove.
"We have some experience that we
didn't have two years ago, and that's
an advantage for everybody here."
"It's good to be able to tell the
team that we can win, and actually
have proof," said senior quarterback
Ron Whitcomb.
The Black Bears' challenge
comes from the sheer physicality of
See HISTORIC on Page 16
UMaine at Boston College, Sat. Sept. 30, 1 p.m.
CLOSE BUT NO CIGAR — Freshman Desmond
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
Randall corrals a would-be touchdown
pass during last Saturday's game. He was ruled out of bounds by officials.
Field hockey
looks to
rebound
Page 17
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War of
attrition
Rivals collide in
soccer showdown
By Joseph Burnham
For The Maine Campus
This game has been circled on the
schedule since it was released in
June. Tonight in Boston, the
University of Maine women's soccer
team, ranked No. 22 in the nation,
will put their undefeated record on
the line against their rivals, the 10th-
ranked Terriers of Boston University.
This is the first conference game for
UMaine, and it comes against one of
their biggest challengers.
UM VS. BU
THURSDAY SEPT. 28
7 P.M.
The Black Bears know that this is
a special game that could define
them as a team, but they still plan to
take the season one game at a time.
"It is just a game; we are really
focusing on ourselves right now, we
don't really worry about who we are
playing," said freshman Anjelica
Hodgson. "We do know it is Boston,
but worrying about ourselves is how
we are going to get ready for the
game."
The Black Bears enter this game
with loads of momentum, having
won their last four games with
shutouts. They have outscored their
opponents 20-3 on the season, and
have never allowed more than one
goal in any game. UMaine is com-
ing off an emotional week, beating
No. 25 Brown last Wednesday, and
winning in double overtime on
See COLLIDE on Page 16
UMaine back on ice hosts MU
By Helen McKinnon
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women's ice hockey team will start
this season with a new face in charge.
First year coach Lauren Steblen
graduated from the university in
MERCYHURST VS. UM
SATURDAY, JUNE 30
1 P.M.
2002 with a degree in kinesiology
and physical education, and went to
Bemidji State University, where she
worked for two years as assistant
coach. She then returned to her alma
mater and spent the past two seasons
as assistant coach for the Lady Black
Bears.
Steblen makes the step up to
head coach this year after former
coach Guy Perron became the top
recruiter for the men's squad. She
will be assisted by Meghan Hunter,
who joins the coaching team from
Niagara, where she was assistant
coach for a year following her four
CAMPUS FILE PHOTO
PROTECT THE PIPES — Black Bears goalie Genevieve
Turgeon, seen here in action last season, leads the
women's hockey team against Mercyhurst this weekend.
years of play at the University of
Wisconsin. At Wisconsin, Hunter
earned second team All American
honors twice, and broke several
school records. She was also award-
ed the Wisconsin Sportsmanship
Award in the 2003-2004 season.
After a shaky 2004-2005 season,
See ICE on Page 19
Three of a kind: Seniors
look to Murray Keatinge
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
About three minutes into the
interview, senior Josh Trevino utters
the nickname. The timing is perfect.
Without prompting or any sugges-
tions, Trevino has supplied the media
with a title that fits as snug as a glove
when it comes to Kirby Davis,
Donald Drake and himself, the top
three runners on the University of
Maine men's cross country squad.
The nickname isn't clever, nor is it
original, but it sticks here because
one of the members has provided it.
Not the press. Not the radio. Not
even some pimply faced water-boy
who this sort of name usually comes
from. No, this time around it was the
subjects crowning themselves "The
Three Musketeers." And because of
that, the name works.
"In terms of myself, Kirby and
Donny, we just have our own moves
during the course," said Trevino, dis-
cussing Saturday's Murray Keatinge
Invitational, the Black Bears' biggest
meet before the America East
Championship at the end of October.
"Since we all know each other pretty
well our goal as a team is just to
cover each others' moves and keep
good distance on other guys. My
moves will become his moves and
our moves will become everyones.
It's sort of a three-musketeers thing."
With that claim, Drake, who is
standing two feet away from
Trevino, lets out a small laugh. He
knows it's comical, but it fits here.
Actually, the three might be as close
to Alexandre Dumas' vision as any
trio of athletes at the university. For
that matter, in the region.
"Me, Josh and Kirby are going to
work together no matter what," said
Drake.
Without the trio of seniors, the
Black Bears would be treading in
dangerous water. With them, howev-
er, the program is on the short list of
See TRIO on Page 18
